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Abstract
This study is a database of information from Washtenaw County, Michigan, court
records of approximately one-fourth of its convicted felons from 1990 to 2007. It
includes 3,123 sentencing appearances for 3,992 crimes committed by 2,495 defendants.
It includes 1126 probation violation resentencings for a total of 5,118 sentences. It
contains demographics of defendants and the dynamics of their crimes and the sentencing
process. Several official court reports in each case were examined.
Preliminary descriptive and frequency analyses are reported to describe the
database in detail and lay the groundwork for future sophisticated regression and other
analyses. Special attention is given to issues of racial and gender disparities. Suggestions
for future research based on this data are included. To the extent that this research and
these analyses add to our knowledge of offenders, offenses, and sentencing, they may
contribute to more knowledgeable criminal justice policy decisions.
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Chapter I: Introduction
Introduction
For seventeen years, I have been a judge in a court of general jurisdiction in
Washtenaw County, Michigan. During that time I have sentenced hundreds of individuals
for multiple numbers of felonies. As a function of the system used to assign cases, the
result is that I have presided over almost one-fourth of all of the felony cases in the
county for almost two decades. The cases are initially randomly assigned among the
judges, but, using a “judge for life” system, once an individual’s first case in the county
was assigned to me, all subsequent proceedings for that person, including violations of
probation and any later new charges, were assigned to me as well. The sentencing records
of this discrete but random group of persons convicted of felonies thus constitute a
longitudinal documentation of their criminal and social history, the correctional and
treatment efforts that have been utilized, and the results of those efforts. Additionally, as
the statutory sentencing structure in Michigan underwent significant changes during that
time, these records reflect the impact of those changes.
Based on the comprehensive presentence information in those cases, I formed
anecdotal conclusions about the nature of crime problems, the effectiveness of certain
corrections or treatment modalities, and the interplay between legislative actions and
attitudes toward crime and the felony sentencing practices. Almost every experienced
judge I know has drawn similar conclusions, although often unstated.
But what do these anecdotal conclusions mean? Are any of them valid? Are there
useful things we can learn from an examination of the actual records of sentenced felons,
their history, and their treatment? I believe there is.

Purpose of the Study
The purpose of this study was the creation of a database of this information. The
database resulting from this study is unusual if not unique in criminology research. Much
like a medical research review of treatment records, this database extracts information
from court records that were created not for research purposes but for the use of
practitioners in the field, namely judges and corrections personnel. In large part, the
information was initially gathered so justice could be done in individual cases for
individual defendants, both in terms of an appropriate sentence and appropriate security
and/or rehabilitation planning in a correctional facility. In some aspects, the information
is also unusual because it is for the most part objective and not based on self-reporting by
defendants, a source that is fraught with suspicions in the criminal justice context.
This study is the compilation of data of the characteristics of convicted felons
with information about the demographics and dynamics of those persons, their crimes,
their sentences, and the sentencing process. The court records that were examined include
detailed Presentence Investigation Reports, Probation Violation Reports, Sentencing
Information Reports, and Basic Information Reports. It is a large, longitudinal,
quantitative study based on over 3,000 records accumulated during the period from 1990
to 2007 in Washtenaw County Circuit Court. Given the case assignment process in the
court, it represents a random sample of approximately one-fourth of all of the felony
convictions in that county more than the sixteen year study period. To the extent that
these analyses add to our knowledge of offenders, offenses, and sentencing, they may
contribute to a more knowledgeable basis for criminal justice policy decisions.
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The result of this study is a database that is at the same time limited in some
respects and extremely useful in others. It is not a database of all of the sentencing
information in the State of Michigan or even in the County of Washtenaw. It is, however,
a random selection of such information in a single jurisdiction over a long period of time.
It also offers much more sociological information than that which is available in typical
statewide collections of sentencing data, which tend to focus on sentences themselves and
do not provide the detailed personal background information contained in the court
records used in this study. This database is also distinguishable from typical statewide
sentence data in its ability to track individual defendants longitudinally over many years.
The resulting database is also limited in the respect that the imposed sentences
document the rulings of a single judge and should not be used to generalize sentencing
patterns among other judges. This limitation, however, is reflected only the imposed
sentence portion of the data and does not impact the usability of the bulk of the
sociological and other information for assistance in policy decisions. It does limit the
value of the data for drawing general conclusions about patterns of judicial behavior.
Such conclusions will have to come from a much broader database, or series of databases,
in which my judicial colleagues engage in the same sort of self-examination process that
motivated this study.
Moreover, in spite of its limitation, this database and the process involved in its
collection may serve as a prototype for acquiring, or really extracting, similar data from
other jurisdictions and situations. The essence of this project was to collect and organize
information that was not prepared for research purposes into a form that can be valuable
in the social sciences. I am hopeful that it will serve as a model for the extraction of data
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from materials that were not prepared for use by criminologists or other social scientists
but rather for practitioners in the criminal justice system. The resulting database is, I
hope, a prototype that demonstrates that such information can be extracted and organized
in a way that is of value to a consideration of the broader criminological and societal
policy questions by social scientists.
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Chapter II: Review of the Literature: Michigan Sentencing
The Development of the Michigan Sentencing System over the Last 30 Years
The manner in which convicted criminals are sentenced in each state is
determined by the state legislature. In six states, juries not only decide the question of
guilt but also determine the sentence (Turner 2003). In most states, including Michigan,
the judge imposes the sentence in the manner prescribed by state statutes but the statutory
sentencing scheme among those states today is far from uniform.
That was not always the case. By the 1970s, most states and the federal
government had adopted what was considered a progressive sentencing system known as
indeterminate sentencing, in which legislatures set the maximum authorized sentence for
each crime and judges chose among imprisonment or probation and set the minimum
sentence in a particular case. Under those systems, prison officials then had broad powers
over time earned by good behavior in prison, and parole boards determined release dates.
Over the last thirty years, as the “law and order” mood replaced rehabilitation as a
criminal justice system goal, many jurisdictions have moved away from this model. The
federal government and five states now have statutory determinate sentencing systems in
which the judge must impose a fixed mandatory sentence set by statute or statutorily
enacted “guidelines” and in which parole boards have limited authority regarding
prisoner releases. Even in the more than thirty states that retain some form of
indeterminate sentencing, other statutes or state constitutional amendments known as
“three-strikes,” or “truth-in-sentencing,” or “mandatory minimum” laws have replaced
much of the sentencing discretion previously entrusted to judges and other criminal
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justice system professionals. This has fragmented sentencing and correction policies
among the states even further (Tonry 1999; U.S. Department of Justice 1996).
This research project is a longitudinal study involving felony sentences in
Michigan over a seventeen-year period from 1990 to 2007. Since the Michigan law
regarding sentencing changed considerably during that time, an appreciation of the timing
and nature of those systemic changes is important to an examination of sentences
imposed over that time.
Michigan still has primarily an indeterminate felony sentence structure but it has
been dramatically modified over the last twenty years (Deming 2000). Generally, the
maximum sentence is set by statute, the minimum is set by the sentencing judge, and the
actual time served by a defendant sentenced to prison is determined by the parole board
as a part of the executive branch.
For some offenses, however, there are statutorily mandatory determinate or
mandatory minimum terms. A mandatory sentence of life in prison without parole is
required for murder in the first degree. A conviction for a felony in which a firearm was
used requires a mandatory two-year term before the offender begins serving the sentence
for the underlying felony. Certain criminal sexual conduct convictions mandate a prison
sentence regardless of sentencing guidelines, and there are mandatory minimum prison
terms for delivery of certain amounts of controlled substances.
More importantly, the restrictions on the discretion that the sentencing judge has
to determine the minimum sentence have dramatically increased. Historically, Michigan
judges had discretion to determine the minimum sentence, subject only to a review by the
appellate courts for an abuse of discretion or for its proportionality to the offense (People
6

v. Coles 1983; People v. Milbourn 1990). In the 1980s, the Michigan Supreme Court
developed sentencing guidelines for use by sentencing judges (Deming 2000). Those
guidelines were compiled using data from actual imposed sentences from around the
State and were an attempt by the Supreme Court to alert sentencing judges to
geographical sentencing disparities. They were true guides that were not required to be
followed by the sentencing judge, who could easily depart from them in particular cases.
Nevertheless, most judges sentenced within the suggested guidelines.
In the mid 1990s, the State legislature decided that it would insert itself into the
determination of minimum as well as maximum sentences. In 1998, the legislature
adopted sentencing guidelines that are now required to be used by sentencing judges for
all felonies committed after January 1, 1999 (Michigan Compiled Laws 777.1 et seq.).
At the same time, they adopted a “truth-in-sentencing” scheme that required that
offenders serve the entire minimum prison sentence imposed by the court before they
could be considered for parole (Michigan Compiled Laws 791.223). That statutory
scheme also prohibited corrections officials from granting any time for good behavior
while in prison and replaced it with additional disciplinary time for misconduct in prison
for consideration by the parole board. The specifics of the guidelines have been revised
over the last ten years but essentially the legislature, acting through an appointed
Sentencing Commission, controls the permissible range of minimum sentences that
judges are obliged to follow.
Organization and Structure of Michigan Sentencing Guidelines
The guidelines apply only to felony offenses. The philosophy of sentencing
guidelines is that a sentence should reflect both the severity of the offense and the prior
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criminal activity of the offender. The stated purpose of the guidelines is to structure a
sentence that is individualized to both the offender and the offense, by taking into
account the defendant’s criminal record and the facts underlying the offense. They also
purport to reduce disparity in sentencing by weighing those factors on a numerical basis.
The Michigan Sentencing Guidelines Manual 2006 (hereafter Sentencing Manual 2006)
is used by the Court, attorneys, and corrections officials to weight these factors and thus
determine the guideline sentence range for the minimum sentence to be imposed by the
judge.
Under the statutory sentencing guideline system, felonies are categorized into six
crime groups based on the nature of the social harm. Felonies are then ranked based on
severity from class A through class H in descending order of offense severity, plus
second-degree murder, which has its own class. Each crime class has a corresponding
grid that determines the appropriate minimum sentence, which is stated in months.
A numerical score is determined for the prior record level of the offender and for
the offense severity level of the committed crime. These two scores are the criteria in the
sentencing grids, and their intersection provides the applicable minimum sentence range.
To determine the offender’s prior record score, the guidelines rate seven variables
(prior record variables) in the offender’s criminal history. These variables include such
things as prior felony and misdemeanor convictions; prior juvenile offenses, whether the
offender was on bond, parole, or probation at the time of the offense, and any offense
committed at the same time. An example of a Prior Record Variable (PRV) scoring table,
with instructions, is shown in the following figure from p. 13 of the Sentencing Manual
(2006):
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Figure 1. Prior Record Variable 1 - Crimes against a Person
To determine a score for the severity of the offense, up to 19 possible offense
characteristics (offense variables) are scored. These variables include such things as the
extent of harm or injury to the victim, whether a weapon was used and its lethality,
exploitation of a vulnerable victim, the number of victims, whether the offender was a
leader of others in the offense, the value of any property involved, and whether the
offender was trafficking in drugs. An example of an Offense Variable (OV) scoring table,
with instructions, is shown in the following figure from p. 63 of the Sentencing Manual
(2006):
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Figure 2. Offense Variable 1 - Crimes against Public Policy
The scores for PRV and OV are then used in the sentencing grid applicable to
each crime class. The intersection of the scores provides the guideline sentence range in
months for the minimum sentence.
Under Michigan law the minimum sentence can be increased if the defendant is
specifically charged with being a “habitual offender.” Depending on the number of prior
felony convictions, an offender can be charged with being a habitual offender at a level 1
through 4 with escalating enhancement to the top of the guideline sentence range.
Therefore, the sentencing grid contains one number for the bottom of the range and four
possible numbers for the top of the range, depending on the defendant’s habitual offender
status.
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Within each grid there are three cell types (Michigan Compiled Laws 769.3). A
“prison” cell is one in which the lower limit of the minimum recommended sentence
exceeds one year of imprisonment. The appropriate sentence is only an incarceration
sentence with a minimum term within the indicated range. An “intermediate sanction”
cell is at the other end of the spectrum and is one in which the upper limit of the guideline
range is less than 18 months. An appropriate sentence for an offender in an intermediate
sanction cell may include probation and/or jail for up to 12 months, but does not include
a prison term. A “straddle” cell is one in which the lower limit of the range is less than
one year and the upper limit is greater than 18 months. As the name suggests these
offenders straddle the two extremes and an appropriate sentence for an offender in a
straddle cell may be either prison incarceration within the minimum range or a nonprison sentence of the intermediate sanction type. If an offender falls within a straddle
cell or an intermediate sanction cell, the judge may sentence the offender below the lower
limit of the cell. An example of a Sentencing Grid is shown in the following figure from
p. 87 of the Sentencing Manual (2006):
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Figure 3. Sentencing Grid for Class D Offenses
While the resulting range for a minimum sentence is referred to as a “guideline,”
it is much more than a suggestion to the sentencing judge. It severely restricts the
discretion of the judge. Any departure, up or down, is strictly limited. By statute a judge
may depart from the guidelines sentence range only when there are “substantial and
compelling” reasons to do so (Michigan Compile Laws 769.34). A reason is, by statutory
definition, not substantial and compelling if it has already been taken into account in the
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scoring of the guidelines, unless there is evidence on the court record that the particular
characteristic has been given inadequate or disproportionate weight. The reasons for any
departure must be fully explained on the record and in writing by the judge. The
Michigan Supreme Court has upheld these statutory limitations and has even added a
requirement that any substantial and compelling reasons must be “objective and
verifiable” (People v. Babcock 2000; People v. Hegwood 2001).
Nevertheless, even without a departure, the guidelines still leave the sentencing
judge with the discretion to sentence within a wide range, especially for cases that fall
within the intermediate sanction cells or straddle cells. As Deming (2000) puts it:
The guidelines structure judicial sentencing discretion but do not
eliminate it. Sentencing judges retain discretion both within the guidelines,
which provide a sentence range and not a single fixed term, and outside
the guidelines by virtue of the ability to “depart” from the guidelines’
range for substantial and compelling reasons.
This structure means that the calculation of the guidelines is extremely important to a
sentencing decision. But it also means that within that structure, the judge retains
significant discretion as to the actual sentence that will be imposed. This structure puts a
premium on the information that is used to calculate the guidelines and the other
information that is available to the judge to decide how to sentence within the guidelines
and whether to depart from those guidelines.
The Presentence Investigation
So how is the information for this important scoring system obtained? After an
offender is convicted by plea or trial, the law requires the probation officer, an employee
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of the Department of Corrections, to conduct a detailed investigation and to provide a
written report to the sentencing judge (Michigan Compiled Laws 771.14). Michigan
Court Rule 6.425(A) implements that statute and provides an outline of the required
investigation:
Presentence Report; Contents. Prior to sentencing, the probation officer
must investigate the defendant’s background and character, verify material
information, and report in writing the results of the investigation to the
court. The report must be succinct and, depending on the circumstances,
include:
(1) a description of the defendant’s prior criminal convictions and juvenile
adjudications,
(2) a complete description of the offense and the circumstances
surrounding it,
(3) a brief description of the defendant’s vocational background and work
history, including military record and present employment status,
(4) a brief social history of the defendant, including marital status,
financial status, length of residence in the community, educational
background, and other pertinent data,
(5) the defendant’s medical history; substance abuse history, if any, and, if
indicated, a current psychological or psychiatric report,
(6) information concerning the financial, social, psychological, or physical
harm suffered by any victim of the offense, including the restitution
needs of the victim,
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(7) if provided and requested by the victim, a written victim’s impact
statement as provided by law,
(8) any statement the defendant wishes to make,
(9) a statement prepared by the prosecutor on the applicability of any
consecutive provision,
(10) an evaluation of and prognosis for defendant’s adjustment in the
community based on factual information in the report,
(11) a specific recommendation for disposition, and
(12) any other information that may aid the court in sentencing.
Regardless of the sentence imposed, the court must have a copy of the
presentence report and of any psychiatric report sent to the Department of
Corrections. If the defendant is sentenced to prison, the copies must be sent
with the commitment papers.
The Department of Corrections has prescribed an Operating Procedure used by its
agents to complete the presentence investigation and the written reports of that
investigation. A copy of that Operating Procedure is attached at Appendix A. A
Department of Corrections Policy Directive further clarifies the procedure to be used in
preparation and submission of the Presentence Investigation Report (Michigan
Department of Corrections 2006).
The investigation includes a “face-to-face” interview with the defendant. It also
requires the investigator to obtain and review court information regarding the defendant
and the offense, relevant police reports, the defendant’s computerized criminal history,
and any prior presentence investigation reports. The investigator must also contact any
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existing probation or parole officer who is supervising the defendant. The investigator
must then verify the defendant’s residence and interview the defendant’s family.
Importantly, the investigator must confirm all prior convictions and other criminal justice
information with the appropriate law enforcement agency. Employers and schools are
contacted to investigate and verify employment and education status. With regard to
substance abuse, the investigator contacts current or recent substance abuse treatment
providers and, if the offense is a drug crime, contacts the local drug law enforcement unit.
The investigator contacts current or recent mental health treatment providers as well.
The presentence investigation report includes all of this information in a detailed
fashion, including details of each enumerated prior conviction. The investigator describes
the offense, formulates an evaluation and plan, and makes a specific recommendation for
sentence to the judge in a form prescribed by the Department of Corrections. A copy of
the form for the “Presentence Investigation Report” is attached at Appendix B.
Using this information, the agent calculates the sentencing guidelines and reports
that calculation to the judge on a “Sentencing Information Report” (SIR), which is later
completed by the judge when the actual sentence is imposed. A copy of the form for that
report is attached at Appendix C. Finally the investigating agent completes a “Basic
Information Report” that summarizes some of the data from the investigation. A copy of
the form for that report is attached at Appendix D.
If the judge sentences the defendant to probation, the Department of Corrections
supervises that probation. If the defendant is subsequently found to have violated a
condition of probation, the court again sentences the defendant. All of the original
sentence options are again available to the judge, and the original sentencing guidelines
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still apply. However, the Supreme Court also made it clear that the judge may use the
subsequent violation as a substantial and compelling reason to depart from the original
guidelines and stated in People v. Hendrick (2005) that “[u]pon resentencing, the trial
court may consider whether the conduct underlying defendant's probation violation
constitutes a substantial and compelling reason to depart from the legislative sentencing
guidelines” (p. 564).
Before the defendant is resentenced, the investigator updates the original
presentence investigation with a “Probation Violation Report,” which includes
information about the violation, the offender’s conduct while on probation, a revised
evaluation and plan, and a recommendation for sentence. A copy of the form for that
report is attached at Appendix E.
The data in these various reports submitted to one sentencing judge over a period
of 17 years form the basis for this study. In the jurisdiction involved in this study, the
circuit court has a policy that requires that all probation violations and any subsequent
felonies be assigned to the original sentencing judge or that judge’s successor. Therefore
the presentence and probation violation reports for virtually all of the felonies committed
by each defendant who was randomly assigned to that judge over a period of seventeen
years are included.
The Sentencing Hearing
Prior to the sentencing hearing the defendant, defense counsel, and prosecutor
have the opportunity to review the Presentence Investigation Report and the agent’s
guidelines calculations in the Sentencing Information Report. At the hearing, the judge
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hears any objections to the proposed guideline scoring. Ultimately the judge is
responsible for scoring the guidelines.
At the hearing, there is an opportunity for the victim to make a victim impact
statement to the judge. The prosecutor and the defense attorney then make arguments
regarding sentence. The defendant then has the right to allocute, make a final statement to
the judge regarding sentence.
The judge imposes the sentence from the bench. If a prison sentence is imposed, it
is stated in terms of months with the minimum determined by the judge and the
maximum as set by statute. The minimum may not exceed two-thirds of the maximum,
regardless of the guidelines. The defendant is given credit for any time spent in custody
awaiting trial or sentence.
If a probationary sentence is imposed, the judge states any special conditions of
probation not included in the normal reporting and other requirements. Typically any
requirement for substance abuse treatment is made a condition of probation. Other typical
conditions include employment and education requirements, drug testing, restitution,
court costs, and other financial conditions. A probationary sentence may also include a
sentence of up to twelve months in the county jail. Often, the judge will combine a
requirement for in-patient substance abuse treatment with a jail requirement so that the
defendant is incarcerated until transferred directly to the in-patient program.
If the judge imposes a jail sentence without probation, that sentence also may not
exceed twelve months. Often a straight jail sentence will be combined with an
opportunity for an early release to an in-patient substance abuse treatment program. In
any jail sentence, the defendant is given credit for any time spent in presentence custody.
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Following sentence, the defendant is advised on his appellate rights. The judge records
the actual sentence imposed on the Sentence Information Report, and a copy of this
report is forwarded to the Department of Corrections for all felony sentences regardless
of whether the sentence includes a prison term.
If the defendant subsequently violates probation, the probation officer files a
petition alleging a violation with the court. The defendant is brought before the court and
may contest the violation in a hearing before the judge. If the defendant admits or is
found guilty of a violation of probation, sentence is set for a future date so that the agent
can obtain and verify information required in the Violation of Probation sentencing
report.
At the violation of probation sentencing hearing, the defense counsel and the
defendant again have the opportunity to address the court prior to sentence. The judge
may reinstate the defendant on probation with the same or new conditions. The judge
may revoke probation and impose a prison or jail sentence. Alternatively, the judge may
elect to discharge the defendant from probation “without improvement.”
Currently Available Sentencing Data Analyses
Like many other states, the Michigan Department of Corrections makes an
Annual Report regarding its programs, and the number and distribution of prisoners in the
corrections system statewide. Since 2004, the Department has also been required by
Michigan Public Act No. 345 (2004) to report to the legislature regarding the impact of
the sentencing guidelines and to “analyze sentencing patterns of jurisdictions as well as
future patterns in order to determine and quantify the population impact on prisons and
jails of the new guidelines as well as to identify and define felon or crime characteristics
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or sentencing guidelines scores that indicate a felon is a prison diversion” (section 706.4).
The latest report covers sentencing data from October 2003 through December 2004
(Ostrum 2005). It is an analysis of data contained in the Sentencing Information Reports
gathered from around the State. It includes a comprehensive and useful analysis of the
grid cell location of all offenders and the distribution of prison, jail, and probation
sentences for each band in the sentencing grids. It analyzes sentences by crime group.
This report also identifies sentence data from each of the counties and compares that to
the state-wide averages.
This data analysis in the MDOC legislative report is comprehensive for the last
year based on the data in one of the reports to be used in this study. The primary
limitation of the report data is that it is based solely on the Sentence Information Report
numbers and does not include the comprehensive individual data contained in the
Presentence Investigation Report. It is also limited by the fact that the requirement for the
report is recent and therefore not useful for a chronological analysis of the impact of
sentencing guidelines before and after the legislature assumed control of the guideline
process.
As in many other state criminal sentencing data reports, the MDOC information is
accurate but very limited from the perspective of this study. Those reports do not contain
or reflect the large amount of sociological data that is in the more detailed court files.
Those statewide reports were not designed to examine the offender and offense
characteristics for the broader purposes that are of interest to many social scientists. This
study is an attempt to demonstrate that such sociological information can be extracted
from those files in a way that will be useful as criminologists and other social scientists
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address the larger societal and criminological policy issues presented in our criminal
justice system.
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Chapter III: Research Design and Methodology
Washtenaw County is located in southeast Michigan, approximately thirty-five
miles from Detroit. Its estimated 2006 population was approximately 350,000
(Washtenaw County 2006). The two largest population centers in the county are the cities
of Ann Arbor and Ypsilanti, both of which are homes to large universities – the
University of Michigan and Eastern Michigan University – with student populations of
about 39,000 and 24,000 respectively (Washtenaw County 2006). The educational level
of the population is accordingly high, with more than 52 percent of residents over the age
of twenty-five having a bachelor’s degree or higher, compared to a national average of 27
percent (Washtenaw County 2006). The median household income in the county is also
relatively high at $53,495 (Washtenaw County 2006).
This is a large, longitudinal, quantitative study based on more than 5,000
sentencings that occurred during the period from 1990 to 2007 in Washtenaw County
Circuit Court. Given the case assignment process in the court, it represents a random
sample of approximately one-fourth of all of the felony convictions in that county over
the seventeen-year study period.
The data were gathered through individual examination of Presentence
Investigation Reports, Probation Violation Reports, Sentencing Information Reports, and
Basic Information Reports. Each of these reports consists of Michigan Department of
Corrections forms and is contained in individual alphabetized court case files. The forms
used to record that data are attached as the following appendices:
Appendix B – MDOC Presentence Investigation Report
Appendix C – MDOC Sentencing Information Report
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Appendix D – MDOC Basic Information Report
Appendix E – MDOC Probation Violation Report
Variables for each relevant entry on the forms were recorded in SPSS format. The
SPSS code book has 216 initial variables. A varied range of values was assigned to each
variable. The actual number of variables in each case depended on the number of
sentencing counts and the subsequent number of probation violations for those offenses.
For manageability purposes, if there were more than four counts, information was
recorded for only the four most serious crimes. Likewise, only the first four probation
violations were extracted for any given initial sentence. Cases in which the defendant was
sentenced for a misdemeanor, typically as the result of a plea bargain by the prosecutor,
were not extracted since a detailed presentence report is not prepared for misdemeanors
as it is for felonies. Similarly no case data were recorded when the charge was dismissed
or a verdict of not guilty was entered.
The data were initially recorded by hand in a form designed for the study and then
input into the SPSS database. A copy of the data recording and input form is attached at
Appendix F. The extraction of the data required approximately ten to twenty minutes per
defendant file, and the accumulation of this database took several months. The sentence
information was recorded in separate groups of variables for each count and each
probation violation in the case. The large primary database is simply named
“Sentencing.” In order to perform collective analyses on the total number of initial
sentencings and probations resentencings, two other supplemental databases were created
from the primary database. One recoded and merged all of the variables from the various
counts at initial sentences (up to a maximum of four per case) into a database named
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“Allcounts.” A second recoded and merged all of the applicable variables from the
various probation violation resentencings (up to a maximum of four per case) into a
database named “Allvops.”
The data was collected so that confidentiality is preserved. The MDOC forms
remain in the case files which remain in the Court and did not become part of the study
materials. No personal identification from the file, such as name, case number, or Social
Security identifier, was recorded on the study form. The study is exempt from Human
Subjects review as evidenced from the exemption letter reprinted at Appendix G.
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Chapter IV: The Dimensions of the Database
The database consists of 3,123 separate initial sentencing appearances by 2,495
defendants. When multiple counts are considered, those appearances resulted in sentences
for 3,992 crimes. Eighty-one and four-tenths percent of the defendants were sentenced on
a single count, 13.4% had two counts, 2.9% had three counts, and 2.3% had four or more
counts at initial sentencing.
Some of those defendants made an additional 1,124 appearances for resentencing
following probation violations for those offenses. The total number of sentences for
initial felonies and probation violations reflected in this database is 5,118. Among all
defendants, 71.7% had no subsequent probation violations, 20.6% had one violation,
5.9% had two violations, 1.6% had three violations, and only 6 individuals had four or
more probation violations.
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Table 1
Database Dimensions
N
Defendants
Sentencing appearances
Total Counts (crimes)
Probation violation sentencing appearances
Total sentences
Defendants with number of counts (crimes)
One
Two
Three
Four or More
Defendants with number of probation violations
None
One
Two
Three
Four or more

%

2495
3123
3992
1126
5118
2031
335
71
58

81.4%
13.4%
2.9%
2.3%

2286
608
179
42
8

73.2%
19.5%
5.7%
1.3%
0.3%
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Chapter V: Demographic Characteristics of Defendants
Gender
The overwhelming number of defendants was male, comprising approximately
84% of both the defendants and the sentencing events. This percentage is extremely high
compared to the 51 percent females reflected in the county census (U.S. Bureau of the
Census 2004). It is, however, consistent with long-established crime statistics showing
that men commit more crimes than women (Steffensmeier and Allen 1996).
Table 2
Sentences, Defendants and Counts by Gender
Gender
Male
Female
Total

N
sentences
2651
472
3123

%
sentences
84.9%
15.1%
100%

N
defendants
2096
399
2495

%
defendants
84.0%
16.0%
100%

N
counts
3433
584
3992

%
counts
85.4%
14.6%
100%

Ethnicity
Although the population of Washtenaw County includes only 12.8% African
Americans (Washtenaw County 2006), 49.5% of the defendants in this study were
African American and 53.4% of the sentencings were of African Americans. Again the
disproportionality in this study is consistent with the well-documented historical disparity
in crime rates based on ethnicity (LaFree 1995).
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Table 3
Sentences and Defendants by Ethnicity
Ethnicity
Caucasian
African
American
Hispanic
Asian
Other

N
(sentences)
1355
1668

% of
sentences
43.4%
53.4%

N
(defendants)
1171
1236

% of
defendants
46.9%
49.5%

County
census
78.4%
12.8%

38
24
38

1.2%
0.8%
1.2%

32
22
34

1.3%
0.9%
1.4%

3.0%
8.4%
1.6%

Age
Defendants ranged in age from 14 to 91. The lower end of this range included
twelve cases where juveniles less than 17 years old were prosecuted as adult felons. One
was 14, three were 15, and eight were 16. Unless excluded by the nature of the charge,
the judge has discretion to sentence those defendants as juveniles for remand to juvenile
treatment facilities. Reducing a charge to a juvenile-eligible crime often becomes a plea
bargain matter for the prosecutor. In each of the twelve cases in this database, the
children were sentenced as juveniles, appearing as probation sentences in the data.
The mean age at time of sentence for all defendants was 29.87 years. Females
tended to be somewhat older with a mean age of 30.22 compared to 29.81 for males.
Caucasian defendants were the oldest ethnic group with a mean age of 30.39, while the
mean age for African Americans was 29.56.
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Table 4
Defendant Age at Sentence
Category
Male
Female
Caucasian
African American
Hispanic
Asian
Other
Total

Mean age
at sentence
29.81
30.22
30.39
29.56
30.00
29.17
25.29
29.87

Education
Consistent with the community in which the court is located, the educational level
of defendants in this study is relatively high. Almost two-thirds (65.1%) of the defendants
had at least a high school diploma or GED. The females were slightly more educated than
the males. Five percent more of African American defendants (37.1%) than Caucasian
defendants (32.2%) had less than a high school education.
Table 5
Education Level of Defendants
Highest education level
Less than high school graduate
High school graduate
GED
Some college
College graduate

N
1090
825
616
485
107

%
34.9%
26.4%
19.7%
15.5%
3.4%
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Table 6
Education Level by Gender
Highest education level
Less than high school graduate
High school graduate
GED
Some college
College graduate
Total

Male

Female

N
950
671
543
397
90
2651

%
35.8%
25.3%
20.5%
15.0%
3.4%
100%

N
140
154
73
88
17
472

%
29.7%
32.6%
15.5%
18.6%
3.6%
100%

African
American
619
(37.1%)
413
(24.8%)
366
(21.9%)
243
(14.6%)
27
(1.6%)
1668
(100%)

Hispanic

Asian

Other

18
(47.4%)
7
(18.4%)
6
(15.8%)
6
(15.8%)
1
(2.6%)
38
(100%)

7
(29.2%)
7
(29.2%)
0
(0%)
5
(20.8%)
5
(20.8%)
24
(100%)

10
(26.3%)
6
(15.8%)
9
(23.7%)
7
(18.4%)
6
(15.8%)
38
(100%)

Table 7
Education Level by Ethnicity
Highest Education
Level
Less than high school
graduate
High school graduate
GED
Some college
College graduate
Total

Caucasian
436
(32.2%)
392
(28.9%)
235
(17.3%)
224
(16.5%)
68
(5.1%)
1355
(100%)

Employment
The data show that the majority (1379 - 56%) of defendants were unemployed at
the time of sentencing. This data should be viewed with some caution since it does not
reflect employment status at the time of the offense. Defendants may well have lost their
employment during the pendency of the case, especially if they were incarcerated during
pretrial proceedings.
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unemployed
56%
employed
44%

Figure 4. Defendant Employment Status
Criminal Status at Time of Offense
The defendant’s status at the time of the offense was documented. Almost twothirds (63.5%) were not under any criminal supervision at the time of their offense.
Slightly more than one in five (21.2%) were on probation when they committed the
offense. Only 6.1% were out on bond pending another charge when the offense was
committed. Only 7.4% were on parole from an earlier prison sentence.
Table 8
Criminal Status at Time of Offense
Criminal Status at offense
none
on bond
jail inmate
HYTA
delayed sentence
probation
parole
prison inmate
Total

N
1983
191
7
5
16
661
230
30
3123

%
63.5%
6.1%
0.2%
0.2%
0.5%
21.2%
7.4%
1.0%
100%
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Prior Psychiatric History
More than one in 7 defendants (472 - 15.1%) had a prior documented history of
treatment for psychiatric disorders.

psychiatric
history,
15.1%

no
psychiatric
history,
84.9%

Figure 5. Prior Psychiatric History
Marital Status and Dependent Children
The overwhelming majority (2621 - 83.9%) of initial sentencings were of
defendants who were unmarried. However, almost half of them (1430 - 45.8%) had at
least one dependent child, and more than a quarter (26.6%) had two or more dependent
children. Forty-three and nine-tenths percent of the men were single fathers and 56.4% of
the female defendants were single mothers. Nearly half (49.2%) of the African American
males were single fathers, compared to 37.7% of the Caucasian males. Almost 62% of
the African American females with children were unmarried, while 52.3% of the
Caucasian females with children were unmarried.
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Table 9
Marital and Parental Status
Marital Status
Married
Single
Total
# Dependent Children
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

N
502
2621
3123

%
16.1%
83.9%
100%

1693
600
391
227
140
41
20
6
2
3

54.2%
19.2%
12.5%
7.3%
4.5%
1.3%
0.6%
0.2%
0.1%
0.1%

Table 10
Single Parent Defendants by Gender and Ethnicity
Gender
Males
Females
Ethnicity
Caucasian males

N
1164
266

%
43.9% of males
56.4% of females

420

Caucasian females

126

African American males

715

African American females

133

Hispanic
Asian
Other

18
7
11

37.7% of
Caucasian males
52.3% of
Caucasian females
49.2% of African
American males
61.9% of African
American females
47.4%
29.2%
28.9%
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Chapter VI: Methods of Conviction
Plea and Sentence Agreements
Data were extracted as to the method of conviction, the existence of a plea
bargain, and whether there was a sentence agreement with the prosecutor or with the
judge in accordance with People v. Cobbs (1993). More than 95% of the convictions
were the result of a guilty or “no contest” plea. More than two-thirds (68.7%) of the cases
were the product of a plea bargain with the prosecutor in which the defendant pled guilty
in return for a reduced charge or an agreement not to charge other offenses or not to
increase the maximum punishment by charging the defendant as an habitual offender.
Additionally, prosecutors entered into an agreement as to the sentence, which requires
judge approval, in 5% of the cases while the judge entered into a sentence agreement with
defendants 26.6% of the time. These dispositions are not mutually exclusive, and there
are many cases in which there was both a plea bargain and a sentence agreement.
Table 11
Conviction Method and Plea Agreement
Conviction Method
Guilty or no contest plea
Jury Trial
Bench Trial (judge only)
Total
Prosecutor plea bargain
Yes
No
Prosecutor Sentence Agreement
Yes
No
Judge Sentence Agreement
Yes
No

N
2981
108
34
3123

%
95.5%
3.5%
1.1%
100%

2146
977

68.7%
31.3%

157
2966

5.0%
95.0%

830
2293

26.6%
73.4%
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Defense Attorneys
Data were also extracted regarding the relationship of the defendant with the
defense attorney. Washtenaw County has a Public Defender office and staff attorneys are
appointed to represent all indigent defendants, unless there is a conflict of interest or
other disqualification. For indigent defendants who cannot be represented by the Public
Defender, private attorneys are appointed by the court from an approved roster.
Almost one-third of the defendants (29.6%) retained private counsel. The Public
Defender Office represented 58.4% of the defendants, and private attorneys appointed by
the court represented the remaining 12%.

Retained
Attorney
29.6%

Public Defender
58.4%

Appointed
Private Attorney
12.0%

Figure 6. Defense Counsel
.
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Chapter VII: Substance Abuse
Prior Research Data Regarding Crime and Substance Abuse
There has been a significant amount of research into the connections between
drug use and crime in the United States. Chaiken and Chaiken (1990) reviewed the
studies available at that time. Much of the early analysis of this issue centered on data
collected in large national studies of substance abuse. Early data collection efforts
included a National Youth Survey beginning in 1976, a 1978 Rand Corporation survey of
convicted male inmates, and interview data from street addicts in New York City. As
Chaiken and Chaiken pointed out, as early as 1970 and 1980, researchers hypothesized
that drug use was a major factor in the commission of crime (Gandossy et al., 1980). By
1990, however, Chaiken and Chaiken concluded that the relationship was probably more
complicated and that while drug abuse and criminality were behavior patterns that coexist
in certain groups, predatory criminality more commonly occurred before drug abuse.
Chaiken and Chaiken stated that “[w]hen the behaviors of large groups of people are
studied in the aggregate, no coherent general patterns emerge associating drug use per se
with participation in predatory crime . . . “ (p. 205).
However, the analysis of subsequent national data collection efforts led many
researchers to return to the original premise that drugs and crime are interrelated more
directly than Chaiken and Chaiken concluded. Beginning in 1991, the Substance Abuse
& Mental Health Services Administration (SAMHSA) of the (now) U.S. Department of
Health and Human Services began conducting an annual National Survey on Drug Use &
Health (NSDUH), originally called the National Household Survey on Drug Abuse.
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A significant amount of analysis and comment by researchers is based on the
NSUDH data. For example, French et al. (2000) used bivariate and multivariate analysis
of chronic drug users and found a significant linear relationship between criminal activity
and frequency of drug use, especially as related to predatory crime. And Harrison and
Gfroerer (1992) analyzed the data and concluded that drug use was a strong correlate of
being booked for a criminal offense but that age may be an even more important correlate
of criminal involvement. They also found that cocaine use was the most important
covariate of being booked for a crime in large metropolitan areas.
Since 1999, the Department of Justice has collected data in its Arrestee Drug
Abuse Monitoring (ADAM) program. ADAM collects data about drug using, drug and
alcohol dependency and treatment, and drug market participation among recently booked
arrestees (within 48 hours) in 40 communities around the United States. The process
includes interviews of sample arrestees and urine tests for the presence of five drugs:
cocaine, marijuana, methamphetamine, opiates, and PCP. The latest ADAM report
published in 2003 is based on 2000 data and found that about two-thirds of both adult
male and female felony arrestees had an illegal drug in their bodies at the time of arrest,
with higher rates among females. Even among juveniles, the majority of arrestees were
found to have an illegal drug in their urine, with higher rates among males.
The Department of Justice also collects relevant data in inmate surveys, called the
Survey of Inmates in Local Jails (SILJ). The latest 2002 survey sampled jail inmates in
6,982 interviews conducted in 417 local jails in four months of early 2002. Karberg and
James (2005) reported on that survey and found that 68% of inmates were dependent on
or had abused alcohol or drugs, using the abuse and dependency criteria from the
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Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (American Psychological
Association 1996). They found that 73% of the interviewed inmates arrested for property
crimes were within the diagnosis of drug dependence or abuse, compared to 67% of those
arrested for violent crimes. They estimated that 80% of the inmates who abused or were
dependent on drugs had a prior criminal record that included probation or incarceration.
Only 16.4% of the inmates admitted that they committed their offense to get money for
drugs, although 26.9% of inmates charged with property crimes claimed they committed
the offense to get money for drugs. It must be noted that the SILJ is not a sample of all
offenders. By using a survey population from local jails, the SILJ excludes many of the
most serious felony offenders who are more typically incarcerated in prisons as opposed
to local jails.
McBride et al. (2003) summarized the state of research in a thorough review of
pertinent knowledge about the relationship between drugs and crime. As McBride et al.
(2003) put it:
The general conclusion of almost three decades of research on the
relationship between drug use and crime has been that there is a clearly
significant statistical relationship between the two phenomena. . . .
Research indicates extensive drug use among arrested populations, a high
level of criminal behavior among drug users, and a fairly high correlation
between drug use and delinquency/crime in the general population.
Research also indicates significant differences in the relationship based on
drug type and type of crime. Importantly, all these differences are further
complicated by ethnic and gender issues. (p. 100)
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Research into the drug crime relationship by studying the population group of
arrested or incarcerated offenders was also summarized by McBride et al. (2003). Citing
many of the same references, and especially relying upon the Justice Department data,
they stated that, “[f]rom the early 1970s onward, biological and self-report data have
indicated a relatively high rate of drug use among arrested and incarcerated populations”
(p. 101).
Like other researchers however, McBride et al. are reluctant to draw a causal
connection between drug use and crime, concluding that research into the nature of the
drug crime relationship illustrates that no simple causal model can explain the
phenomena. They suggest that the statistical relationship between the two activities may
be a result of a common etiological origin. The causal relationship between the drug
abuse and crime is not the subject of this study. Rather this database takes a different
measure of the dimension of the statistical relationship between the two as it relates to
felonies.
One common characteristic of all of the prior data collection is that, in one form
or another, it is primarily based on self-reporting. The early data was all self-reported. As
Chaiken and Chaiken (1990) noted:
Almost all the studies discussed in this essay were based on self-reports of
drug use and crime. Self-reporters are less likely than criminal justice
system records or other forms of agency records to underestimate study
subjects’ involvement in crime, delinquency, or drug use. However, the
validity of self-report information about drug abuse and criminality is
questionable because respondents may had had difficulty recalling past
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behavior, may not have understood the questions they were asked, or may
either have concealed or exaggerated their illegal activities. (p. 206)
The validity of the comment that self-reporting is less likely to underestimate drug
use than justice system records is debatable. The point, however, is that all of the
early studies were based on self-reporting and, as Chaiken and Chaiken point out,
concealment, exaggeration and perhaps even memory may well be barriers to
accuracy when dealing with self-reports of criminal behavior.
The subsequent large data collections are likewise based on self-reports of drug
use and criminality. The NSDUH results are based on self-reporting surveys of a sample
of the general population and even specifically exclude persons who are incarcerated. It
relies upon respondents to self-identify whether they have been previously arrested, and
the statistics relevant to drug use are then based upon the responses of those selfidentified prior arrestees who also are willing to self-report drug abuse.
The Department of Justice programs are also based on self-reporting. The ADAM
program has an objective component in the urine sampling but still primarily relies upon
self-reporting in interviews for substance abuse and offense data. Further, the selfreporting of arrestees while still awaiting charges or sentencing seems of doubtful
reliability and/or completeness to this judge.
The SILJ program focuses on inmates but relies entirely on self-reporting.
Because they are in a jail, the SILJ respondents are by definition either serving a sentence
for a less serious misdemeanor or are awaiting trial or sentencing on a felony charge. The
former category does not shed much light on drug abuse by serious crime offenders. The
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latter category of respondents has little to gain by candor about their drug use or criminal
history.
Suspicions about the validity of self-reporting as a source of statistical data about
drug use are shared by a number of researchers. In 1997, several authors questioned the
validity of self-reporting. Harrison (1997), who had previously done analyses using the
research based on NSDUH self reported data, examined the research literature on
validation studies regarding the accuracy of self-reported drug use. She found that while
early 1980s validation studies had suggested that drug abuse was fairly accurately selfreported, more recent validation studies conducted with criminal justice and former
treatment clients using improved urinalysis techniques and hair analyses suggested that
half or less of recent drug use is self-reported in confidential interviews.
While some of those validation studies were still subject to dispute, Harrison
found that there was consensus that self-reporting is less valid both for the more
stigmatized drugs such as cocaine and for more recent rather than distant use. Both of
these findings by Harrison are especially relevant to self-reports of drug abuse in
connection with serious criminal activity. Cocaine is a common street drug and often a
drug of choice among offenders charged with serious crimes. And there is more incentive
for such offenders, especially if they are still awaiting trial or sentence, to deny recent
drug abuse that might suggest the need for more stringent judicial action or longer term
treatment.
Harrison’s analysis supported suspicions about underreporting by offenders. She
found that validation studies showed that the validity of self-reports of drug abuse tends
to be the least reliable for respondents who are involved with the criminal justice system.
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Unfortunately it is precisely that population that must be accurately studied if we are to
have an accurate measure of the dimensions of drug abuse by persons who commit
serious crimes.
The Approach to Substance Abuse Data in this Study
This database is intended to add some increased accuracy to the discussion. What
appears to be missing from the prior research is a study of the problem of drugs and
crime from an institutional rather than individual perspective. Virtually all of the research
into substance abuse by criminals has been based on self-reporting. Although this
research does indicate a “relatively high” admission of drug use in persons convicted of
crimes, self-reporting may well have led to an understatement of the severity of the
connection. Self-reported criminal history is also suspect, as offenders tend to
underreport prior offenses or to report offenses inaccurately. Conclusions about
connections between substance abuse and criminal history based on that self-reporting
are of questionable validity.
A significant section of this database relates to the substance abuse history of each
defendant. The history was not based on self-reporting although an interview with the
defendant is one element of the recorded information. The bulk of the information about
substance abuse in the presentence records is obtained from examining other court and
police documents and from contacts with police, family members, victims, and substance
abuse treatment providers.
In this database, if the defendant had a history of substance abuse, that history was
recorded by type of substance, i.e. alcohol, cocaine, marijuana, heroin, ecstasy, or
prescription drugs. Within each substance category, the dates of first and last use,
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frequency of use, and age of first use were recorded. If the defendant had previously
undergone substance abuse treatment, the date of the last such treatment was
documented. As to each offense, information was obtained as to whether the offense was
drug related, specifically whether it was committed under the influence of drugs or if it
was committed to obtain money with which to purchase drugs.
Substance Abuse Incidence and Crime Relationships
More than two thirds (70.5%) of the defendants in these cases had a documented
history of substance abuse. Alcohol was the prevalent drug of choice with more than half
(51%) of the defendants exhibiting a history of alcohol abuse. Marijuana (44.5%) and
cocaine (35.1%) were the next most common drugs of choice. Heroin (8.8%) and
prescription drugs (4.4%) were followed by ecstasy (1.4%) in prevalence of abuse.
Table 12
Substance Abuse Incidence
Substance Abuse History

N

%

Yes
No
Total
History by Substance
Alcohol
Cocaine
Marijuana
Heroin
Ecstasy
Prescription

2203
920
3123

70.5%
29.5%
100.0%

1594
1097
1391
275
45
153

51.0%
35.1%
44.5%
8.8%
1.4%
4.9%

Slightly more than one third (36%) of the crimes in this study were committed
under the influence of drugs. More than one fourth (27.2%) were committed to get money
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for drugs of some kind. There is some duplication here since some crimes may have well
been committed both under the influence and to obtain drug funds.
Table 13
General Crime/Drug Relationship
Crime/Drug Relationship

N

%

Committed under the influence
Committed to get drug money

1436
1085

36.0%
27.2%

Simple cross tabulation of substance abuse influence against the specific crime
types reflected in the database reveals some interesting relationships. The incidence of
crimes committed to get funds for drugs is highest in the property crime categories of
forgery and counterfeiting (57.9%), larceny (56.3%), burglary (46.4%), stolen property
(38.8%), and robbery (34.0%). Other than the crimes involving drugs themselves (drug
possession and drunk driving), crimes committed under the influence of drugs appear to
be spread roughly evenly among assaultive and property crimes. The highest incidence is
in the “other assaults” category (56.7%), which includes assaults on police officers during
arrests. But roughly a third of the homicides (33.9%), aggravated assaults (34.5%), and
offenses against family and children (32.9%) were committed under drug influence.
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Table 14
Specific Crime/Drug Relationship
Crime Type

Criminal homicide
Forcible rape
Robbery
Aggravated assault
Burglary
Larceny theft except motor
vehicle
Motor vehicle theft
Arson
Other assaults
Forgery and counterfeiting
Fraud
Embezzlement
Stolen property (buy,
receive, possess)
Vandalism
Weapons (carrying,
possession, etc)
Prostitution and vice
Sex offenses
Drug possession
Drug delivery
Offenses against family or
children
Driving under the influence
All other offenses
Total

Committed under the
influence
N
%
19/56
33.9%
5/45
11.1%
68/244
27.9%
77/223
34.5%
129/371
34.8%
185/465
39.8%

Committed to get drug
money
N
%
1/56
1.8%
2/45
4.4%
83/244
34.0%
11/223
4.9%
172/371
46.4%
262/465
56.3%

37/119
8/17
51/90
32/228
45/271
2/64
31/116

31.1%
47.1%
56.7%
14.0%
16.6%
3.1%
26.7%

31/119
0/17
2/90
132/228
81/271
8/64
45/116

26.1%
0%
2.2%
57.9%
29.9%
12.5%
38.8%

23/60
45/255

38.3%
17.6%

1/60
11/255

1.6%
4.3%

1/1
29/224
335/402
64/294
23/70

100%
13.0%
83.3%
21.8%
32.9%

0/1
0/224
51/402
185/294
0/70

0%
0%
12.7%
62.9%
0%

164/164
63/166
1436/3992

100%
38.0%
36.0%

0/164
6/166
1089/3992

0%
3.6%
27.3%

Specific Drug Patterns
Alcohol
Alcohol was the overwhelming drug of choice for defendants. Its mean frequency
of use was documented as between weekly and daily, and the mean age of first use of
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alcohol was 15.74 years, with cases reported as early as four years of age. More than half
of the defendants had previously been in a substance abuse treatment program.
Table 15.
Alcohol Abuse Patterns
Defendants with Alcohol Abuse History
Prevalence
1594 (51.0%)
Prior treatment
906 (56.8%)
First use age range
4 - 47
First use age mean
15.74 years
Frequency of use (mean)
2.53*
* frequency of use scale:1 = occasional, 2 = weekly , 3 = daily
Cocaine
Cocaine was the drug of choice for more than a third (35.1%) of defendants. No
differentiation was made in the reports between powder and crack cocaine. The mean
frequency of use was 2.63 on a scale where 2 is weekly use and 3 is daily use. The mean
age of first use was significantly older than alcohol, at 23.3 years. In a testament to the
tenacity of this addiction, almost two thirds of the cocaine abusers in this study had
previously had substance abuse treatment.
Table 16
Cocaine Abuse Patterns
Defendants with Cocaine Abuse History
Prevalence
1097 (35.1%)
Prior treatment
706 (64.4%)
First use age range
8 - 64
First use age mean
23.20 years
Frequency of use (mean)
2.63*
* frequency of use scale:1 = occasional, 2 = weekly, 3 = daily
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Marijuana
Behind alcohol, marijuana was the second most prevalent drug of choice. It also
paralleled alcohol in mean frequency of use at 2.46 on the usage scale and in mean age of
first use (15.85 years). The history of prior treatment was also similar at just over half
(50.6%). The range of age at first use was as low as five years old.
Table 17
Marijuana Abuse Patterns
Defendants with Marijuana Abuse History
Prevalence
1391 (44.5%)
Prior treatment
704 (50.6%)
First use age range
5 - 47
First use age mean
15.85 years
Frequency of use (mean)
2.46*
* frequency of use scale:1 = occasional, 2 = weekly, 3 = daily
Heroin
Heroin was the drug of choice in only 275 (8.8%) of the cases, but its mean
frequency of use was the highest of all drugs at 2.80 on the 1-3 usage scale. Again the
addictiveness of the drug is demonstrated by the fact that more than three fourths (76.4%)
had previously been in treatment prior to this sentence. The mean age at first use was
somewhat older than cocaine, at 23.94 years.
Table 18
Heroin Abuse Patterns
Defendants with Heroin Abuse History
Prevalence
275 (8.8%)
Prior treatment
210 (76.4%)
First use age range
11 - 47
First use age mean
23.94 years
Frequency of use (mean)
2.80*
* frequency of use scale:1 = occasional, 2 = weekly, 3 = daily
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Ecstasy
Ecstasy was the least abused drug in the study, appearing in only 1.4% of the
cases. This may be a function of the length of the sample period going back to 1990 and
the relative newness of ecstasy as an abused substance. The frequency of use among
those who do use it is very low on the usage scale at 1.64, where 1 is only occasional use
and 2 is weekly use.
Table 19
Ecstasy Abuse Patterns
Defendants with Ecstasy Abuse History
Prevalence
45 (1.4%)
Prior treatment
19 (42.2%)
First use age range
13 - 35
First use age mean
19.70 years
Frequency of use (mean)
1.64*
* frequency of use scale:1 = occasional, 2 = weekly, 3 = daily
Prescription Drugs
Abuse of prescription drugs, primarily Vicodin and lately Oxycontin, was
reported in 153 (4.9%) of the cases. The mean age of first use was the highest of the
reported categories at 24.57 years. Prior treatment was high (72.5%), and the frequency
of use was 2.31 on the 1-3 usage scale.
Table 20
Prescription Drug Abuse Patterns
Defendants with Prescription Drug Abuse History
Prevalence
153 (4.9%)
Prior treatment
111 (72.5%)
First use age range
11 - 57
First use age mean
24.57 years
Frequency of use (mean)
2.31*
* frequency of use scale:1 = occasional, 2 = weekly, 3 = daily
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Chapter VIII: Prior Criminal Record
Juvenile Offense History
The data regarding juvenile offense history are somewhat questionable and the
incidence of a prior juvenile record may be higher than reflected in this data. Particularly
in the early 1990s reports, the data seem lacking, and in many of the presentence reports,
probation officers would simply record “overage” rather than giving the details of
juvenile court history.
The data that do appear indicate that approximately one in five (22.3%) adult
defendants had a prior juvenile record of some sort. Among the prior juvenile offenses,
property crimes were the most common (17.5%), followed by assaults (10.6%) and status
offenses, such as truancy, incorrigibility, or runaways (8.2%). The incidence of drug
offenses was low (5.0%), which is somewhat surprising given the substance abuse data
indicating the mean first use of alcohol and marijuana is during the 15th year. The mean
age of the first juvenile offense in this data is 14.32 years, and the median age is 15 years.
Table 21
Prior Juvenile Offenses
Juvenile Offense Type
At least one prior juvenile record
Juvenile property offense
Juvenile assaultive offense
Juvenile sexual misconduct offense
Juvenile drug offense
Juvenile status offense

N

%

697
548
330
40
156
256

22.3%
17.5%
10.6%
1.3%
5.0%
8.2%

Mean
# of offenses
0.42
0.18
0.02
0.08
0.18
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Prior Misdemeanors
Because the Circuit Court only handles the more serious crimes charged as
felonies, it is expected that the defendants would have prior records of lesser
misdemeanor offenses before they were charged as felons. The data bear that out. Almost
two thirds (61.9%) of the felony defendants had a prior misdemeanor record, and the
mean number of prior misdemeanors was 2.7. The number of prior misdemeanor
convictions ranged from 0 to 30. The mean age at first adult conviction, whether
misdemeanor or felony, was 22.66 years, while the median age was 20 years. Again,
property crimes were the most prevalent (38.6%) misdemeanors, followed by assaults
(22.4%) and alcohol crimes, including drunk driving (21.6%). However, the combination
of alcohol offenses with other drugs would indicate that in total, drug and alcohol
misdemeanors are in the history of 40.2% of the sentenced felons.
Table 22
Prior Misdemeanors
Misdemeanor Type
At least one prior misdemeanor
Property misdemeanor
Assaultive misdemeanor
Sexual misconduct misdemeanor
Drug misdemeanor (non-alcohol)
Alcohol misdemeanor (including drunk driving)

N
1932
1206
699
31
581
675

%
61.9%
38.6%
22.4%
1.0%
18.6%
21.6%

Mean
2.70
1.02
0.39
0.02
0.33
0.50

Prior Felonies
Half of the sentencings (1,583 - 49.3%) in this study were of defendants who had
committed their first felony offense. Although the range of prior felony convictions was
as high as 24 in one case, the mean number of prior felony convictions was 1.59. Prior
property felonies were most prevalent (33.6%), followed by assaults (17.5%). If the drug
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possession and delivery categories are combined with prior drunk driving felonies, the
drug and alcohol offenses account for 20% of the prior felonies in these records.
Table 23
Prior Felonies
Felony Type
At least one prior felony
Property felony
Assaultive felony
Sexual misconduct felony
Drug possession felony
Drug delivery felony
Drunk driving felony

N
1540
1049
547
114
310
242
70

%
50.7%
33.6%
17.5%
3.7%
10.0%
7.7%
2.2%

Mean
1.59
0.97
0.28
0.05
0.16
0.12
0.03
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Chapter IX: Offense Characteristics
Type and Severity of Crimes
The distribution of offenses by Uniform Crime Report crime types is very diverse.
Only larceny (not including motor vehicle theft) and drug possession exceeded 10% of
the total sentenced offenses. When the offenses are reordered into the Michigan crime
group categories, however, 36.7% percent of the offenses are seen to be property crimes,
while 28.7% are considered to be crimes against the person. It should be noted, however,
that the Michigan crime group system includes home invasion, considered burglary under
the UCR, as a crime against person rather than property. In that sense the property crime
percentage may be even higher than the Michigan classification makes it appear.
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Table 24
UCR Offense Distribution
Crime Type
Criminal homicide
Forcible rape
Robbery
Aggravated assault
Burglary
Larceny theft except motor vehicle
Motor vehicle theft
Arson
Other assaults
Forgery and counterfeiting
Fraud
Embezzlement
Stolen property (buy, receive,
possess)
Vandalism
Weapons (carrying, possession, etc)
Prostitution and vice
Sex offenses
Drug possession
Drug delivery
Offenses against family or children
Driving under the influence
All other offenses
Total

Frequency
56
45
244
223
371
465
119
17
91
228
271
64
116

%
1.4%
1.2%
6.1%
5.7%
9.3%
11.6%
3.0%
0.4%
2.8%
5.7%
6.8%
1.7%
2.9%

60
255
1
224
402
347
62
164
166
3992

1.5%
6.4%
0.1%
5.6%
10.1%
8.7%
1.6%
4.1%
4.2%
100%
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public order
180 (4.5%)
public safety
442 (11.1%)

public trust
7 (0.2%)
property
1462 (36.7%)

controlled
substances
753 (18.9%)

person, 1143,
28.7%

Figure 7. Crime Group Offense Distribution
Michigan’s “crime class” classification is really a measure of the severity of the
crime to the extent that severity is reflected in the statutory maximum sentence. The
distribution of offenses in this study shows a concentration in the less serious crimes.
Almost two thirds (63.5%) of the crimes carry a maximum punishment of five years or
less. Only 5.4% of the crimes carried the possibility of a life prison term. On the other
hand, twenty of the crimes, all first degree murders, carried mandatory sentences of life
imprisonment without the possibility of parole.
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Table 25
Crime Class Offense Distribution
Crime Class
A life or any term
B up to 20 years
C up to 15 years
D up to 10 years
E up to 5 years
F up to 4 years
G up to 2 years
H jail or probation
Total

Frequency
217
288
590
362
919
1023
582
11
3992

%
5.4%
7.2%
14.8%
9.1%
23.0%
25.6%
14.6%
0.3%
100%

Crime Distribution by Gender
Gender distribution among certain crimes was out of proportion to the roughly
85% to 15% gender distribution of defendants in general. Clearly men commit more
assaultive crimes than women, and women commit more assaultive crimes than men in
proportion to their population among felony defendants.
Males were overrepresented and committed more than 90% of the crimes in the
categories of rape, robbery, aggravated assault, burglary, motor vehicle theft, stolen
property, vandalism, weapons offenses, sex offenses, drug delivery, and offenses against
the family. Females were overrepresented and committed more than 20% of the crimes
on the categories of larceny (except motor vehicle), forgery, fraud, and embezzlement.
The embezzlement figure is especially noteworthy. Women committed more than
half (54.7%) of the embezzlement offenses in this study. That is almost three times their
proportion of the defendant population. This is reflected in the distribution by crime
groups, where significant overrepresentation of women occurred in the property group
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(25%). Men were overrepresented in the person group (93.6%) and the public safety
group (93.4%).
Comparison of genders by crime class category indicates that males
disproportionately commit crimes at the very serious end of the scale. More than 92% of
the life offenses were committed by men. Almost 90% of the offenses carrying a
maximum sentence of 20 years were committed by men.
Table 26
Crime Type by Gender
Crime Type
Criminal homicide
Forcible rape
Robbery
Aggravated assault
Burglary
Larceny theft except motor vehicle
Motor vehicle theft
Arson
Other assaults
Forgery and counterfeiting
Fraud
Embezzlement
Stolen property (buy, receive,
possess)
Vandalism
Weapons (carrying, possession, etc)
Prostitution and vice
Sex offenses
Drug possession
Drug delivery
Offenses against family or children
Driving under the influence
All other offenses
Total

Male
N
%
49/56
87.5%
43/45
95.6%
227/244
93.0%
206/223
92.3%
351/371
94.6%
359/465
77.2%
111/119
93.3%
13/17
76.5%
89/91
97.8%
135/228
59.2%
163/271
60.1%
26/64
45.3%
108/116
93.1%
57/60
243/255
1/1
212/224
347/402
313/347
58/62
147/164
152/166
3410/3992

95.0%
90.2%
100%
94.6%
86.3%
90.2%
93.5%
89.6%
91.6%
85.4%

Female
N
%
7/56
12.5%
2/45
4.4%
17/244
7.0%
17/223
7.7%
20/371
5.4%
106/465
22.8%
8/119
6.7%
4/17
13.5%
2/91
2.2%
93/228
40.8%
108/271
39.9%
38/64
54.7%
8/116
6.9%
3/60
12/255
0/1
12/224
55/402
34/347
4/62
17/164
14/166
472/3992

5.0%
9.8%
0%
5.4%
13.7%
9.8%
6.5%
10.4%
8.4%
14.6%
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Table 27
Crime Group by Gender
Crime Group

Male

Person
Property
Controlled substances
Public order
Public safety
Public trust
Total

N
1074/1148
1097/1462
665/753
157/180
413/442
4/7
3410/3992

%
93.6%
75.0%
88.3%
87.2%
93.4%
57.1%
85.4%

Female
N
%
74/1148
6.4%
365/1462
25.0%
88/753
11.7%
23/180
12.8%
29/442
6.6%
3/7
42.9%
582/3992
14.6%

Male
N
200/217
259/288
469/590
330/362
827/919
823/1023
492/582
10/11
3410/3992

%
92.2%
89.9%
79.5%
91.2%
90.0%
80.4%
84.5%
90.9%
85.4%

Female
N
%
17/217
7.8%
29/288
10.1%
121/590
20.5%
32/362
8.8%
92/919
10.0%
100/1023
19.6%
90/582
15.5%
1/11
9.1%
582/3992
14.6%

Table 28
Crime Class by Gender
Crime Class
A life or any term
B up to 20 years
C up to 15 years
D up to 10 years
E up to 5 years
F up to 4 years
G up to 2 years
H jail or probation
Total

Crime Distribution by Ethnicity
Ethnic distribution of offenses by type revealed few significant deviations from
the proportion of ethnic groups in the defendant population. African Americans made up
slightly more than 53% of the defendant population. They appeared to be overrepresented
and exceeded 60% of the persons who committed the crimes of rape, robbery, other
assaults, and drug possession. Caucasian defendants made up slightly more than 43% of
the defendant population. They appeared to be overrepresented and exceeded 50% of the
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persons who committed the crimes of homicide, burglary, motor vehicle theft, arson,
embezzlement, vandalism, sex offenses, and drunk driving.
Crime group analysis did not reveal any significant overrepresentation by
ethnicity between African Americans and Caucasians. Comparisons by crime class
indicated that African Americans were significantly overrepresented (68.8%) among
defendants who committed crimes punishable by a maximum of 20 years imprisonment.
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Table 29
Crime Type by Ethnicity
Crime Type
Criminal homicide
Forcible rape
Robbery
Aggravated assault
Burglary
Larceny theft except motor vehicle
Motor vehicle theft
Arson
Other assaults
Forgery and counterfeiting
Fraud
Embezzlement
Stolen property (buy, receive,
possess)
Vandalism
Weapons (carrying, possession, etc)
Prostitution and vice
Sex offenses
Drug possession
Drug delivery
Offenses against family or children
Driving under the influence
All other offenses
Crime type
Criminal homicide
Forcible rape
Robbery
Aggravated assault
Burglary
Larceny theft except motor vehicle
Motor vehicle theft
Arson
Other assaults
Forgery and counterfeiting
Fraud
Embezzlement
Stolen property (buy, receive,
possess)
Vandalism

Caucasian
N
%
28/56
50.0%
18/45
40.0%
65/244
26.6%
92/223
41.3%
197/371
53.1%
188/465
40.4%
62/119
52.1%
10/17
58.8%
26/91
28.6%
101/228
44.3%
122/271
45.0%
43/64
67.2%
48/116
41.4%

African American
N
%
25/56
50.0%
27/45
60.0%
171/244
70.0%
125/223
56.1%
166/371
44.7%
260/465
56.0%
56/119
47.1%
6/17
35.3%
61/91
67.0%
123/228
53.9%
125/271
46.1%
19/64
29.7%
62/116
53.4%

39/60
65.0%
78/255
30.6%
0/1
0%
128/224
57.1%
111/402
27.6%
125/347
36.0%
28/62
45.2%
116/164
70.7%
82/166
49.4%
Hispanic
1/56
1.8%
0/45
0%
4/244
1.6%
4/223
1.8%
1/371
0.3%
10/465
2.2%
0/119
0%
1/17
5.9%
1/91
1.1%
2/228
0.9%
6/271
2.2%
0/64
0%
0/116
0%

20/60
33.3%
171/255
67.1%
1/1
100%
90/224
40.2%
283/402
70.4%
209/347
60.2%
34/62
54.8%
43/164
26.2%
83/166
50.0%
Asian
0/56
0%
0/45
0%
0/244
0%
2/223
0.9%
6/371
1.6%
2/465
0.4%
0/119
0%
0/17
0%
0/91
0%
0/228
0%
5/271
1.8%
1/64
1.6%
3/116
2.6%

0/60

0%

1/60

1.7%
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Weapons (carrying, possession, etc)
Prostitution and vice
Sex offenses
Drug possession
Drug delivery
Offenses against family or children
Driving under the influence
All other offenses
Crime type
Criminal homicide
Forcible rape
Robbery
Aggravated assault
Burglary
Larceny theft except motor vehicle
Motor vehicle theft
Arson
Other assaults
Forgery and counterfeiting
Fraud
Embezzlement
Stolen property (buy, receive,
possess)
Vandalism
Weapons (carrying, possession, etc)
Prostitution and vice
Sex offenses
Drug possession
Drug delivery
Offenses against family or children
Driving under the influence
All other offenses

4/255
0/1
2/224
3/402
6/347
0/62
1/164
0/166

1.6%
0%
0.9%
0.7%
1.7%
0%
0.6%
0%

0/255
0/1
1/224
2/402
2/347
0/62
1/164
1/166

0%
0%
0.4%
0.5%
0.6%
0%
0.6%
0.6%

Other
2/56
0/45
4/244
0/223
1/371
5/465
1/119
0/17
3/91
0/228
13/271
1/64
1/116

3.6%
0%
1.6%
0%
0.3%
1.1%
0.8%
0%
3.3%
0%
4.8%
1.6%
0.9%

0/60
2/255
0/1
3/224
3/402
5/347
0/62
3/164
0/166

0%
0.9%
0%
1.3%
0.7%
1.4%
0%
1.8%
0%
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Table 30
Crime Group by Ethnicity

Crime Group
Person
Property
Controlled substances
Public order
Public safety
Public trust
Crime Group
Person
Property
Controlled substances
Public order
Public safety
Public trust

Caucasian
N
%
490/1148
42.7%
692/1462
43.0%
240/753
31.9%
79/180
43.9%
201/442
45.8%
4/7
57.1%
Asian
7/1148
0.6%
15/1462
1.0%
4/753
0.5%
2/180
1.1%
1/442
0.2%
0/7
0%

African American
N
%
626/1148 54.6%
717/1462 49.0%
428/753
56.8%
94/180
52.2%
231/442
52.3%
3/7
42.9%
Other
15/1148
1.3%
18/1462
1.2%
8/753
1.0%
3/180
1.6%
4/442
0.9%
0/7
0%

Hispanic
N
%
10/1148
0.9%
20/1462
1.4%
9/753
1.2%
2/180
1.1%
5/442
1.1%
0/7
0%

African American
N
%
124/217
57.1%
198/288
68.8%
301/590
51.0%
174/362
48.1%
446/919
48.5%
569/1023 55.6%
341/582
58.6%
7/11
63.6%
Other
1/217
0.5%
3/288
1.0%
6/590
1.0%
4/362
1.1%
12/919
1.3%
12/1023
1.2%
10/582
1.7%
0/11
0%

Hispanic
N
%
0/217
0%
6/288
2.1%
6/590
1.0%
5/362
1.4%
7/919
0.7%
15/1023
1.5%
7/582
1.2%
0/11
0%

Table 31
Crime Class by Ethnicity

Crime class
A life or any term
B up to 20 years
C up to 15 years
D up to 10 years
E up to 5 years
F up to 4 years
G up to 2 years
H jail or probation
Crime Group
A life or any term
B up to 20 years
C up to 15 years
D up to 10 years
E up to 5 years
F up to 4 years
G up to 2 years
H jail or probation

Caucasian
N
%
89/217
41.0%
80/288
27.8%
273/590
46.3%
174/362
48.1%
448/919
48.7%
416/1023
40.7%
222/582
38.1%
4/11
36.4%
Asian
0/217
0%
0/288
0%
4/590
0.7%
5/362
1.4%
6/919
0.7%
11/1023
1.1%
2/582
3.4%
0/11
0%
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Chapter X: Imposed Sentences
General Sentence Statistics
The data dealing with sentences that were imposed by the judge in this study
come with the obvious limitation that they are reflective only of the sentences of a single
judge. Some the data should not be used to generalize about judicial conduct or the
exercise of judicial discretion in sentencing among other judges. Those studies will have
to await the collection of data from a much wider range.
Much of the data in this portion of the study is not so limited, however, even
though it comes from a single court. For example, the sentencing guideline range
information is not judge-specific and may be of value in future analyses considered
against ethnicity, gender, prior records, and other demographic characteristics. Moreover,
the longitudinal features of this study make its data relevant to an examination of the
efficacy of particular sentence or treatment modalities, at least in reference to the
documented recidivism or lack thereof.
Under the applicable sentence guidelines, 17.3% of the cases in this study fell into
a prison cell and an additional 34.2% were into a straddle cell, where either prison or an
alternative sentence is considered appropriate. There were no applicable guidelines in
12% of the cases. So under the guidelines structure, a prison sentence could be
considered appropriate in 63.6% of the cases. Prison sentences were actually imposed in
29.8% of the cases. However, only 81% of the prison cell cases were actually sentenced
to prison, while 29.5% of the straddle cell cases were sentenced to prison. In the
intermediate sanction cell, where prison is not considered appropriate, nevertheless 50
(3.4%) prison sentences were imposed. This may be at least partially explained, however,
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by multiple charges. For example, where a defendant has a serious charge in a prison
guideline cell and another lesser charge in the same case in an intermediate sanction cell,
the judge would not impose prison on the one and probation on the other. For cases with
no applicable guidelines, prison sentences were imposed 37% of the time.
In total, more than half (56.5%) of the cases resulted in probationary sentences.
Half (51.5%) of the straddle cell cases and four fifths (83.4%) of the intermediate
sanction cell cases were sentenced to probation. One in six (16.6%) cases where the
guidelines were in a prison cell was not actually sentenced to prison. Jail sentences were
imposed a third (35.4%) of the time, including 12.4% of the cases where the guidelines
called for a prison sentence. Note, however, as shown in the following table, that there is
often duplication of a probationary and jail sentence. In other words, a defendant is
placed on a period of probation that includes a period of time in jail. A common sentence
of this type provided that the defendant could be released from the jail directly to a
residential drug treatment facility.
Table 32
Guidelines and Sentences by Range
Guideline Range

Prison cell
Straddle cell
Intermediate sanction
No guidelines
Total

N
691
1367
1453
481
3992

%
17.3%
34.2%
36.4%
12.0%
100%

Prison
N
%
560 81.0%
403 29.5%
50
3.4%
178 37.0%
1191 29.8%

Sentence Imposed
Probation
Jail
N
%
N
%
115 16.6%
86
12.4%
704 51.5% 648 47.4%
1212 83.4% 503
34.6%
226 47.0% 175
36.4%
2257 56.5% 1412 35.4%

Although the data indicate that sentences were frequently not as prescribed by the
guidelines, the actual number of guideline departures is fairly low. In 91.5% of the cases,
the sentence was within the applicable guideline range. Upward departures occurred in
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less than 3% of the cases and there were downward departures in only 5.6% of the cases
where there were applicable guidelines.
Table 33
Guideline Departures
Guideline Departure
None
Upward
Downward
Total

N
3212
102
197
3511

%
91.5%
2.9%
5.6%
100%

Except for those few crimes where lifetime probation could be used (89 cases in
this database), probation terms may not exceed five years. The mean probation term in
this study was 30.34 months, and the median was two years. A jail sentence may not
exceed twelve months, and the mean in this study was 6.76 months.
While prison sentences were imposed less often than the guidelines prescribed,
the length of prison sentences imposed was almost three and a half years as a minimum
term. As shown in the following table, the mean minimum term for those sent to prison
for other than life offenses was 41.34 months, with a median of 24 months.
Table 34
Sentence Length
Mean* Median*
Range*
Statutory maximum
88.89
60
12 - life
Guideline minimum
11.34
0
0 -360
Guideline maximum
32.97
17
1 – 900
Prison term minimum**
41.34
24
2 - life
Probation term
30.35
24
2 - 60
Jail term
6.76
6
1 - 12
* in months **not including life sentences
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Sentences and Ethnicity
Prior Research Data on Racial Disparity in Sentencing
The number of African American men incarcerated in U.S. prisons and jails is
disproportionate to the percentage of African Americans in the general population, and
that disparity has grown even greater in recent years. Among the various proffered
explanations is the assertion that African American men, and other minorities, are
sentenced more harshly than Caucasians. The question of whether there is a disparity in
sentencing decisions, either as to whether to incarcerate or as to the length of
incarceration, has been the subject of numerous research studies. The findings are
inconsistent. Some conclude that crimes by racial minorities are punished more harshly
than similar crimes by equally culpable Caucasians. Others conclude that harsher
sentences are simply reflections of legally relevant differences in crime seriousness and
criminal history.
A large body of research into the issue of racial disparity in sentencing has
accumulated over the past 80 years. Periodically authors have undertaken to review that
accumulation at its various stages. Hagan (1974) reviewed 20 early studies going back to
1928. Kleck (1981) focused on literature involving racial disparities in death sentences.
Hagan and Bumiller revisited the issue in another literature review in 1983. Zatz (1987)
categorized previous research into four historical “waves” extending from the 1930s to
the 1980s. Chiricos and Crawford (1985) examined the literature published after 1975,
which utilized more sophisticated analytical techniques.
As Spohn (2000) pointed out, the early findings summarized in these reviews are
not consistent. Some claim that there is no racial disparity in sentencing when legal
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variables, such as the seriousness of the crime or the defendant’s prior criminal record,
are taken into account. Some even claim that there is a sentencing leniency toward
African American defendants. On the other hand, several studies found evidence to
support claims that African Americans are sentenced more severely than Caucasians. And
still others found that there was an indirect racial disparity through sentencing bias in
other variables that particularly affect African American defendants, such as the type of
attorney or bond status.
Two more recent reviews are of special interest. These modern reviews are
especially relevant given the significant changes in sentencing systems that have occurred
over the last thirty-five years regarding the use of sentencing guidelines, sentence
structure, “truth in sentencing,” and mandatory minimums (Tonry 1996). Sentencing
guideline reforms in particular were specifically geared to ameliorate any racial
sentencing bias by significantly limiting the discretion of sentencing judges (Tonry
1995). During the same time, however, changes in drug laws made them even more
draconian with the use of mandatory minimum sentencing and especially harsh sentences
for crack cocaine use. This “war on drugs” had a disproportionate impact on African
Americans and significantly increased the already racially disproportionate incarceration
rate (Tonry 1995; Kennedy 1997. chap. 10).
Spohn (2000) reviewed and analyzed forty recent statistically sophisticated
studies of ethnic disparity in sentencing decisions, which included thirty state court
studies and eight federal court studies. Spohn (2000) found some similarly inconsistent
results in the more recent studies and stated:
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The findings of contemporary research exploring the effect of race on
sentencing are inconsistent. Coupled with competing assertions that racial
disparities in sentencing have been reduced by the sentencing reforms
promulgated during the past three decades but exacerbated by the policies
pursued during the war on drugs, the findings suggest that it is time to
reexamine this important but unsettled question. (p. 431)
Spohn recognized an important differentiation in the research between a racial
disparity in the length of incarceration sentences and a racial disparity in the initial
decision of whether to incarcerate at all. While almost all of the earlier research had
focused on comparisons of prison sentences, more recent studies included analyses of the
“in/out” decision by judges for incarceration as opposed to probation. Her findings
regarding direct discrimination are especially relevant to this Washtenaw study of state
court sentencing. Spohn (2000) stated:
Many of the studies included in this review found evidence of
direct discrimination against racial minorities. At the State level, 41 of the
95 black versus white estimates and 8 of the 29 Hispanic versus white
estimates were indicative of significantly more severe sentences for racial
minorities; at the Federal level, two-thirds of the black versus white
estimates and one-half of the Hispanic versus white estimates revealed
more punitive sentences for racial minorities.
Evidence that racial minorities were sentenced more harshly than
whites was found primarily, but not exclusively, with respect to the initial
decision to incarcerate rather than the subsequent decision regarding
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sentence length. This pattern was especially obvious at the State level,
where about half of the in/out estimates, but fewer than one-fourth of the
sentence length estimates, revealed harsher sentences for racial minorities.
(p. 476)
Spohn’s conclusions about indirect discrimination were also significant.
Many of the modern, more subtle, studies found that ethnicity interacted with
other legally irrelevant variables, such as age, education, employment, bond status
or the decision to plead guilty, in a way that impacted the sentencing decision.
That research “convincingly demonstrates that certain types of racial minorities—
males, the young, the unemployed, the less educated—are singled out for harsher
treatment at sentencing” (Spohn 2000:476).
Spohn (2000) summarized her 2000 review of the literature:
The studies reviewed here make important contributions to our
understanding of the complex interconnections among race/ethnicity,
offender and case characteristics, and sentence severity. They provide
compelling evidence that black and Hispanic offenders will not “receive
more severe punishment than whites for all crimes, under all conditions,
and at similar levels of disproportion over time” . . . . Rather, certain
types of racial minorities—males, the young, the unemployed, those who
commit serious drug offenses, those who victimize whites, those who
refuse to plead guilty or who are unable to obtain pretrial release—may be
perceived as more threatening, more dangerous, and more culpable; as a
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consequence, they may be punished more harshly than similarly situated
whites. (p. 478)
Particularly relevant to the study undertaken here, Spohn noted that even by 2000 there
was not sufficient longitudinal research comparing the effect of race/ethnicity on
sentence outcomes before and after the implementation of guidelines so as to draw any
conclusions about whether the use of sentencing guidelines had served its purpose in
ameliorating racial disparities.
In 2005, another significant research review was undertaken. Mitchell (2005)
conducted a quantitative “meta-analysis” of seventy-one published and unpublished
studies of racial sentencing disparity. Mitchell did find evidence that sentencing
guidelines were having an impact and that jurisdictions with such structured systems had
less unwarranted racial disparity, although there were still statistically significant racial
effects in those jurisdictions. Generally his quantitative analysis gave a somewhat
stronger impression of modern racial disparity in sentencing. As Mitchell (2005) stated:
As a whole, these findings undermine the so-called ‘‘no discrimination
thesis’’ which contends that once adequate controls for other factors,
especially legal factors (i.e., criminal history and severity of current
offense), are controlled unwarranted racial disparity disappears. In contrast
to the no discrimination thesis, the current research found that independent
of other measured factors, on average African-Americans were sentenced
more harshly than whites. The observed differences between whites and
African-Americans generally were small, suggesting that discrimination in
the sentencing stage is not the primary cause of the overrepresentation of
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African-Americans in U.S. correctional facilities. The size of unwarranted
sentencing disparities grows considerably, however, when contrasts
examined drug offenses, imprisonment decisions, discretionary sentencing
decisions, and recently collected Federal data. (p. 462)
One aspect of Mitchell’s analysis is especially relevant to this study. Mitchell
found that there were significant differences in the research when the data from smaller
distinct jurisdictions were aggregated into larger databases. He noted:
Interestingly, contrasts conducted with cases collected from a single
city/county produced noticeably larger effect sizes than contrasts
conducted with cases collected from a single state (i.e., pooled data from
multiple jurisdictions within a state). This finding suggests that contrasts
that pool data from many jurisdictions within a particular state may suffer
from aggregation bias.
...
Future research should consider conducting analyses at lower levels of
aggregation, as the current meta-analysis found that analyses of cases
pooled from several jurisdictions within a single state produced
systematically smaller estimates of unwarranted sentencing disparity than
analyses that examined cases from a single county or city. (pp. 459-462)
He was specifically referring to the studies of Nelson (1992) and of Zimmerman and
Frederick (1984).
Finally, one particularly similar recent research study should be noted. Bushway
and Piehl (2001) analyzed 14,635 sentences in Maryland cases from 1987-1995 using
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worksheets for each offender filled out by the local court clerk. During the data collection
period, Maryland became a state where sentencing guidelines are mandated by the
legislature, although judges in Maryland are freer to depart from the guidelines than in
some other states (such as Michigan). It should be noted that the data for the Bushway &
Piehl study were limited to “person offenses” as distinguished from property or drug
offenses. The data set did include all of the factors that were part of the sentencing
guidelines, as well as demographic information about each offender.
They pointed out that in trying to determine if racially based judicial bias in
sentencing remains after the adoption of guidelines, some researchers had focused on
instances where judges depart from those guidelines. The rationale is that departures are
solely the result of judicial discretion since the guidelines have already accounted for the
legally permissible factors. This rationale may, however, be too simply applied. An
analysis of departures must still control for legally permissible considerations beyond the
guidelines, such as extreme violence or situations where the scoring of a particular factor
far exceeds the guideline range for that factor.
Bushway and Piehl (2001) sought to isolate and analyze judicial discretion within
the guidelines. In other words, since the guidelines provide a range for a presumptively
appropriate sentence, did racial considerations play a part in the judge’s decision of
where within that range the sentence should lie? Recognizing the importance of prior
research regarding “in/out” decision making, Bushway and Piehl also incorporated
probation decisions as well as incarceration decisions into their analysis.
Using natural logarithms and assuming the midpoint of the guideline range as the
presumptively appropriate sentence, Bushway and Piehl found a 20% disparity in
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sentence length based on race. In other words, on average African Americans received
sentences that were 20% longer than Caucasians, if the variation in age, gender and
recommended sentence length are held constant. To check the impact of their midpoint
assumption, they substituted the minimum as the recommended sentence length and
obtained similar results. This is a more racially based exercise of judicial discretion than
had been found in previous literature.
But judicial discretion within the guideline range may also be an appropriate
reflection of factors about the offense and the offender. Bushway and Piehl used the
Tobit model to further analyze their findings to see if judges were legitimately
considering the severity of the crime and the offender’s criminal history when deciding
where to sentence within the guidelines. They found that this rationale absorbed “a fair
amount” of the variation from the African American variable. Nevertheless they found
that such an adjustment accounted for only 6% of the variation, meaning that there was
still a 14% disparity based on race.
This Washtenaw database can be utilized to address some of the contemporary
issues raised by the research as reflected in the reviews of Spohn and Mitchell as well as
the particular findings of Bushway and Piehl. The data were collected in a way that
allows examination of “in/out” sentencing decisions as well as incarceration length
decisions. It includes data that will allow for the examination of racial factors both
directly and when interacting with a wide variety of other extralegal factors.
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Ethnicity Sentence Data in this Study
The “in-out” decision.
The raw data analysis indicates some racial disparity between African
Americans and Caucasians similar to that found in other studies as it relates to the
“in-out” decision. African Americans made up 54.2% (2163/3992) of the
sentences imposed on all counts compared to Caucasians, who made up 43%
(1708/3992). Of the sentences imposed on African Americans, 31.7% included
prison, while 28.5% of the sentences imposed on Caucasians resulted in prison
terms. Looking at it from a different perspective, of the 1191 prison sentences
imposed in this study, 58% (691) were imposed on African Americans compared
to their 53.4% of the sentenced population.
The numbers in the other ethnicity categories are so small that no
conclusions are drawn about them, other than that the number of such defendants
is very small in this study.
Table 35
Prison Sentences by Race
Ethnicity
N*
Caucasian
African American
Hispanic
Asian
Other
Total

1708
2163
39
26
44
3992

%
43.0%
54.2%
1.0%
0.7%
1.1%
100%
* all counts

Prison sentence
N*
% of ethnic
group
486
28.5%
691
31.7%
7
43.6%
2
7.7%
5
11.4%
1191
29.8%
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As the prior research has pointed out, these raw data do not enable any
conclusions about racial disparity unless the severity of the offense and the defendants’
prior record, as reflected in the guidelines, are controlled for with a more sophisticated
statistical analysis. These data will enable that analysis in the future. Nevertheless some
calculations were done for comparison purposes.
Excluding life sentence cases, the midpoint of the sentencing guidelines was
calculated for all defendants sentenced to prison and for the two predominant ethnic
groups. The midpoint of the guidelines for all prison-bound defendants was 50.55
months. The mean guideline midpoint for African American defendants was 54.35
months. The mean guideline midpoint for Caucasian prison-bound defendants was 45.77
months. The 20% difference between African American defendants and Caucasian
defendants would seem to indicate that the 3% difference in the incarceration decision
may be explained by differences in offense severity and prior criminal record. A more
sophisticated analysis in the future can clarify this issue further.
Length of prison sentences.
The raw data as to length of sentence by race appear less disparate. Not including
life sentences, the mean prison sentence for African Americans was 43.35 months, while
the mean sentence for Caucasians sentenced to non-life prison was 39.15 months. This
approximate four-month disparity is a difference of almost 12% percent.
The data as to life sentences indicates that three more life prison sentences were
imposed on African Americans (16) than on Caucasians (13). No defendant from any
other ethnic group was sentenced to life in prison. The sentences at the upper ranges were
also more heavily weighted with African Americans, which alone may account for much
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of the 12% difference in mean sentence length. Not including the life sentences, 25 of the
African American prison sentences were for 20 years or longer, compared to 8 of the
Caucasian prison sentences.
Table 36
Prison Sentence Length by Race
Ethnicity

Length of Prison Sentence*
Mean** Median**
Range**
Caucasian
39.15
24
5 - 360
African American
43.35
24
2 - 600
All Defendants
41.34
24
2 - 600
* not including life sentences ** months
Again future analysis will illuminate this area, but, preliminarily, the calculation
as to guidelines midpoints was compared to sentence length by ethnicity. The means of
the sentencing guideline midpoints were compared with the means of the minimum
prison sentences that were imposed by ethnic group. The results are shown in the
following table.
Table 37
Mean Guidelines and Sentence Length by Ethnicity
African
Caucasian
All prison
American
Sentences**
Mean guideline midpoint*
54.35
45.77
50.55
Mean prison term*
43.35
39.15
41.34
*months ** sentences to which guidelines apply
As in the “in-out” decision, the 20% guideline difference between African
American defendants and Caucasian defendants could indicate that the 12% difference in
sentence length can be explained by differences in offense severity and prior criminal
record. Again, a more sophisticated analysis in the future can clarify this issue further.
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Sentences and Gender
A considerable body of scholarly work exists on the question of the impact of
gender on sentencing decisions. Most of the research concludes that women are less
likely to be imprisoned than men and that when they are sentenced to prison it is likely to
be for a shorter term.
Williams (1999) summarized the large amount of gender sentencing research,
finding that women were sentenced to lesser punishment than men for the same offense.
It was expected that the implementation of sentencing guidelines would reduce gender
disparity. Koons-Witt (2002) found that women were significantly less likely to be
imprisoned both before and after the implementation of sentencing guidelines.
Mustard (2006) included an examination of the gender sentence issue in his
review of federal sentences imposed after the implementation of sentencing guidelines.
He concluded that gender disparities persist after the implementation of sentencing
guidelines but that they are now primarily generated by departures from the guidelines,
rather than differential sentencing within the guidelines. He found that guideline
departures produce about 70 percent of the male-female difference in sentencing.
As noted earlier, in this study the number of male defendants is a multiple of the
far lesser number of female defendants. And the raw data in this study seems to confirm
that women are likely to receive less severe sentences than men. Male defendants
(31.8%) were almost twice as likely to be sentenced to prison than female defendants
(18.6%).
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Table 38
Prison Sentences by Gender
Gender
Male
Female
Total

N*
3410
582
3992

%
85.4%
14.6%
100%
* all counts

Prison sentence
N*
% of gender group
1083
31.8%
108
18.6%
1191
29.8%

The gender disparity is also evident in the length of prison sentences imposed.
Not including life sentences, the mean prison term for men (43.11 months) was almost
twice the mean prison term for women (23.87 months). The sentence ranges also indicate
far fewer sentences at the higher end. Only one female received a life sentence compared
to 28 males, and the longest female prison sentence less than life was 10 years, compared
to a 50-year sentence for one male.
Table 39
Prison Sentence Length by Gender
Gender

Length of Prison Sentence*
Mean** Median**
Range**
Male
43.11
24
2 - 600
Female
23.87
17
3 - 120
All Defendants
41.34
24
2 - 600
* not including life sentences ** months
The data in this study does not necessarily support Mustard’s findings that the
gender disparity in sentencing is the result of departures from the sentencing guidelines.
In general, departures of any kind were less likely for women (7%) than for men (17.7%).
While men (29.2%) were ten times as likely to receive an upward departure for a more
severe sentence than women (2.8%), that phenomenon is more likely explained by the
more serious crimes committed by men as reflected in the range of high end sentence
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referred to earlier. On the other end of the spectrum, men (5.8%) were slightly more
likely than women (4.2%) to be the beneficiary of a downward departure from the
guidelines for a more lenient sentence.
Table 40
Guideline Departures by Gender
Guideline Departure
None
Upward
Downward
Total

Males*
Females*
N
%
N
%
2749
82.3%
463
93.0%
88
29.2%
14
2.8%
176
5.8%
21
4.2%
3013
100%
498
100%
*sentences to which guidelines apply

All sentences*
N
%
3212
91.5%
102
2.9%
197
5.6%
3511
100%

As with ethnicity, however, this study may suggest that the differences in
sentencing between males and females may be more the result of legitimate differences in
offense severity and prior criminal record as those factors are reflected in the sentencing
guidelines. Using a similar calculation, the guideline midpoints were identified.
Excluding life sentence cases, the midpoint of the sentencing guidelines was calculated
for males and females who were sentenced to prison. The mean midpoint of the
guidelines for all prison-bound defendants was 50.55 months. The mean guideline
midpoint for male prison-bound defendants was 52.40 months. The mean guideline
midpoint for female prison-bound defendants was 32.68 months. This 60% difference
means simply that the male defendants committed more serious crimes and/or had much
more extensive prior criminal records.
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Table 41
Mean Guidelines and Sentence Length by Gender
Males

Females

All prison
Sentences**
Mean guideline midpoint*
52.40
32.68
50.55
Mean prison term*
43.11
23.87
41.34
*months ** sentences to which guidelines apply
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Chapter XI: Probation and Probation Violations
Probationary Sentences
Probation is the alternative to prison or jail, although it may be used in
combination with a jail sentence. Over the last 15 years, virtually all vestiges of
rehabilitation have been removed from the prison system in favor of a longer sentence
“warehouse” approach. Probation, therefore, provides the only available sentencing
alternative that is targeted to rehabilitate the offender.
In Michigan, except for the several crimes that carry mandatory minimum prison
sentences, judges may impose a probationary sentence as long as the guidelines fall into
either a straddle cell or an intermediate sanction cell. A probationary sentence in a case
that falls in a prison cell requires a downward departure from the guidelines. Probation
was the most common sentence in this study. As indicated earlier, 56.5% of all sentences
were for probation.
The length of probation for felonies may not exceed five years, unless a separate
crime statute authorizes lifetime probation. As indicated earlier, the mean probationary
term in this study was 30.35 months, with a median term of 24 months. Those figures do
not include life probation sentences.
Michigan law previously required that a conviction for low level cocaine delivery
(less than 50 g) mandated either a prison sentence or probation for life. The law was
subsequently amended to repeal the mandatory prison sentence and the requirement for
life probation, and such offenses now fall under sentencing guidelines and the normal
five-year probationary period. Pre-existing life probationary sentences were converted to
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five-year terms. The data in this study indicate 85 sentences to life probation, with the
last such sentence being imposed in September of 2002.
Other than length, the terms of probation may include any lawful conditions.
Typical conditions include regular reporting, drug treatment and testing, employment,
schooling, restitution, and payment of court costs and fees. The most common
requirement is substance abuse treatment, which was a condition of probation in 1553
cases, which comprised 68.8% of the probationary sentences. Probationary sentences
may also require completion of a Special Alternative Incarceration “boot camp” program
operated by the Department of Corrections. The boot camp condition was included in
214 (9.5%) of the probation sentences in this study.
As indicated earlier, a probationary sentence may also include a term in jail for up
to twelve months as a condition of probation. This is commonly used as a short term
means to force a defendant into a residential drug treatment program. As shown in the
following figure, there were 876 probationary sentences that included jail and 1381
probationary sentences that did not include jail. These sentences constituted 21.9 % and
34.6% of all sentences, respectively. More than a third (38.8%) of the probationary
sentences included some jail as a condition of probation. Note, however, that the absence
of a jail component does not indicate that substance abuse treatment was not ordered.
Indeed, another 30% of probation terms were conditioned on substance abuse treatment
without a jail sentence. In those cases, the ordered treatment may have been outpatient or
the defendant appeared capable of entering a residential program without the coercive
necessity of a jail term.
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probation
with jail
876 (21.9%)
no probation
1735 (43.5%)
probation
without jail
1381 (34.6%)

Figure 8. Probationary Sentences and Jail
Violations of Probation
The number and date of violations of probation were recorded. Only the first four
violations in any case were documented, although the number of cases where more
violations occurred was extremely small. If a defendant was found at a hearing not to be
in violation as alleged by the probation department, those events were not recorded. As to
each substantiated violation, the reason for the violation was recorded.
Data regarding resentencing following a violation were recorded. If probation was
revoked, the subsequent sentence term was documented. Although not previously the
case, resentencing after probation violation is now also governed by the original
sentencing guidelines, and any departure from those guidelines was recorded. If the
defendant was reinstated, any additional terms of probation were recorded, such as an
extension of probation, jail time, or further substance abuse treatment. The judge may
also elect to discharge the defendant from probation. This option was often used where
the only outstanding violation was nonpayment of fees and costs and the defendant was
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incapable of making such payments. It was also be utilized where the defendant had been
convicted of another offense, in the local court or elsewhere, and was going to prison on
that charge.
Not including multiple counts, at the 3123 initial sentencing events 1894
probationary sentences were imposed. Defendants violated 837 (44.2%) of those
probationary sentences at least once. After being reinstated, in 179 cases probation was
violated a second time. Forty-two cases were violated three times, and eight cases were
violated four times. No violations occurred in more than half (56.8%) of the probationary
sentences.

three violations
42 (2.2%)
four violations
8 (0.4%)

two violations
179 ( 9.5%)

one violation
608 (32.1%)

no probation
violations
1057 (56.8%)

Figure 9. Number of Probation Violations

Taking into account multiple violations, a total of 1126 probation violations were
recorded in the data. In many cases there was more than one basis for one violation; for
example, a defendant may have stopped reporting to the probation officer and been
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terminated from a substance abuse treatment program. The reasons for those violations
are shown in the following table.
Table 42
Basis for Probation Violations
Probation Violation Basis
New offense
Substance abuse
Terminated substance abuse treatment
Failed to report
Non-payment of restitution, fees or costs
Total

N
351
458
261
749
506
1126

%
31.2%
40.7%
23.3%
66.6%
44.9%

The dispositions of these 1126 probation violations indicate that almost half
(46%) were reinstated, a third (35%) were revoked, and the remainder were discharged
from probation without improvement.

discharged
w/o
improvement
212 (19%)
reinstated
522 (46%)
revoked
392 (35%)

Figure 10. Violation of Probation Dispositions
Simple cross tabulation of the violations against certain demographic
characteristics revealed the results in the following table.
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Table 43
Demographics of Probation Violations and Dispositions
Demographic

Gender
Male
Female
Ethnicity
Caucasian
African American
Hispanic
Asian
Other
Education level
< High school
High school graduate
GED
Some college
College graduate
Psychiatric history
Yes
No

Probation
violations
N
%

Reinstated
N
%

Dispositions
Revoked
N
%

Discharged
N
%

948
178

84.2%
15.8%

436
86

46.0%
48.3%

340
52

35.9%
29.2%

172
40

18.1%
22.5%

411
683
8
8
16

36.5%
60.7%
0.7%
0.7%
1.4%

197
312
2
5
5

48.0%
45.7%
25%
62.5%
31.3%

142
238
3
2
8

34.5%
34.8%
37.5%
25.0%
50.0%

72
133
3
1
1

17.5%
19.5%
37.5%
12.5%
6.3%

526
274
176
128
22

46.7%
24.3%
15.6%
11.4%
2.0%

247
130
69
66
10

47.0%
47.4%
39.2%
51.7%
45.5%

208
89
61
26
8

39.5%
32.5%
34.7%
20.3%
36.4%

71
55
46
36
4

13.5%
20.1%
26.1%
28.1%
18.2%

167
959

14.8%
85.2%

74
448

44.3%
46.7%

58
334

34.7%
34.8%

35
177

21.0%
18.5%

The results were surprisingly consistent. As to violations, the percentage of violators
roughly paralleled the percentage of each demographic group in the defendant
population. As to dispositions, the results were similarly consistent across the
demographics. Generally, just less than half of the violators were reinstated and just over
a third were revoked regardless of gender, ethnicity, education, or prior psychiatric
history. The only slight exception to the pattern was that females were slightly less likely
to be revoked and slightly more likely to be reinstated than males.
On resentencing, probation was extended in 162 (14.4%) of the 1126 violation
cases. Substance abuse treatment was ordered in 406 (36.1%) and boot camp in 64
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(5.7%) of the cases. Jail sentences were imposed in 451 (40%) cases. The mean jail term
imposed in those cases was 6.64 months.
On resentencing when probation was revoked, prison sentences were imposed in
170 cases. This constituted 15.1% of all violation cases and 43.4% of the 392 cases where
probation was revoked. The mean prison term in those cases was 18.78 months. For all of
the resentencings, the sentences were within the original sentencing guidelines 83% of
the time, 16% were upward departures, and 1% were downward departures.
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Chapter XII: Summary and Further Research
Database and Analysis Summary
This database offers a comprehensive longitudinal look at a random sample of
sentencing information in felony cases from a state court jurisdiction over a period of
seventeen years. It is a relatively large database, considering not only the number of
sentencings and probation violation resentencings, but, more importantly, the large
amount of individual information collected in well over 200 variables as to each case.
The information includes a considerable amount of sociological and demographic
data about each defendant, including a detailed criminal history and substance abuse
history. The data document the sentencing process by date, including pleas, plea bargains,
sentence bargains, and types of defense attorneys involved in each case. The database
records information about the characteristics of each count in the initial sentence,
categorizing the offense in various typologies used by federal and state authorities.
The sentencing portion of the database first documents the range of alternatives
available to the sentencing judge by recording the statutory maximum sentence and any
statutorily mandated sentences. In this indeterminate sentence State, the data then records
the combination of offense severity and prior criminal record as reflected in the
sentencing guidelines minimum and maximum and then the permissible range of type of
sentence allowed by that guideline range.
The sentencing portion of the database concludes with a description of the
sentence imposed by type (prison, jail, or probation) and by length. It reflects whether
the imposed sentence was a departure from the sentencing guidelines and, if so, the
direction of that departure. The database also records whether some particular conditions
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of sentence were imposed, namely substance abuse treatment and a “boot camp”
alternative sentence.
The probation violation section of the database records the date and number of
probation violations, as well as the reason for the violation. Data about resentencing are
documented including disposition (revocation, reinstatement, or discharge), any new
conditions of a reinstated probation, and the type and length of any resentence when
probation is revoked. The nature and degree of any departure from the sentencing
guidelines during the resentencing is also recorded.
This immediate project and thesis sought only to create and describe the database.
Frequency and descriptive analyses were performed as to all of the variables in the
primary “Sentencing” database as well as the recoded and merged variables in the
derived “Allcounts” and “Allvops” databases. Special attention was given to the data and
the prior research concerning substance abuse and racial and gender disparity in
sentencing. In some areas, simple cross tabulation analyses were also conducted to
illustrate and further describe the nature of the available information in the database and,
in some categories, to compare it to prior research findings.
There are a few limitations to the usability of this database for some larger
purposes. While it is not a self-selected sample and does represent a random selection of
sentence information from one county, it does not purport to be a database of all of the
sentencing information in the State or even the County. It does, however, provide much
more sociological information than that which is available in typical statewide collections
of sentencing data. It also presents the ability to track individual defendants
longitudinally over many years. The database is also limited in that the actual sentences
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reflect the decisions of a single judge and should not be used to generalize sentencing
patterns among other judges. While this limits the value of that portion of the data in any
attempt to draw generalizations about judicial sentencing patterns, it does not impact the
usability of the bulk of the sociological and other information for assistance in the
consideration of policy decisions.
Notwithstanding these obvious limitations, it is hoped that this database and the
process involved in its collection may serve as a prototype for the extraction of similar
data from other situations where, as here, the data were not initially collected for research
purposes. It may be useful as a model for the extraction of data from materials that were
not prepared by or for social scientists but rather by and for criminal justice practitioners.
Suggestions for Future Research
While some preliminary descriptive analyses were made in this study, the whole
point of this project has been about future research. The database was created to provide a
vehicle for addressing some of the more complex and perhaps more confounding
questions about our criminal justice system. Following are just some of the questions that
this database may be useful in addressing.
•

Are there common characteristics of persons who commit serious crimes that can
help us understand the role that some sociological factors play in forging
criminality?

•

In particular, what role does education level or psychiatric history play in
criminality, and what does that suggest about our social and governmental
attitudes and policies regarding those issues?
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•

Are there relationships between the various sociological factors and ethnicity that
will help us understand and address the long-standing overrepresentation of
African Americans in our criminal justice system?

•

What in this data might help us understand the underrepresentation of women in
the criminal justice system?

•

What is the relationship of substance abuse generally to the commission of serious
crimes and types of crimes in particular?

•

To what extent is the criminality problem related to a substance abuse problem in
the sense that crimes, and certain types of crimes, are committed under the
influence of drugs or to fund drug purchases?

•

What can we learn about the relative success or failure of substance abuse
treatment programs based on the relapse and recidivism data in this study?

•

What can we learn about the relative success or failure of prior criminal justice
interventions as they relate to continuing patterns of substance abuse and
criminality reflected in this study?

•

Based on the study data concerning the various types of abused substances, do our
current laws appropriately address either the prevalence of certain substances
being abused or the severity of the crimes resulting from each of those
substances?

•

As to particular substances, is there information in this study about onset and
frequency of abuse that can aid in the intervention or treatment concerning those
substances?
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•

Are there gender or ethnicity patterns of substance abuse that may aid our
understanding of both the substance abuse issue and the representational disparity
issue?

•

What crimes are represented in the acts we treat as felonies, and does the
criminalization of those acts reflect the societal norms that the legislative process
is designed to enforce through the criminal justice system?

•

Are there patterns of gender, ethnicity, age, or other demographics within each
type of crime that can help us address those crime issues more particularly?

•

Are there patterns of prior adult or juvenile convictions as to particular crime
types that can help us address those crime issues more particularly?

•

How does plea bargaining or sentencing bargaining affect the criminal justice
system in general and sentencing outcomes in particular?

•

How does the relationship of defense counsel (retained, appointed, or public
defender) affect the incidence of plea or sentence bargaining and sentencing
outcomes?

•

How does allowing judges to participate in sentencing agreements affect the
incidence of plea or sentence bargaining and sentencing outcomes? Using the
longitudinal data in this study, how do plea bargaining and sentencing outcomes
relate to the periods where the State did not allow such judicial activity?

•

How do the current statutory sentence maximums and sentencing guidelines in
this State relate to the severity of crimes as measured by the sentences actually
imposed?
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•

Is there a pattern of sentencing guideline departures that can provide insight into
the appropriateness of current sentencing guidelines in this State?

•

To what extent do drug related crimes and their associated guidelines and actual
sentences contribute to prison and jail overcrowding and to the high relative
number of incarcerated persons in this State?

•

What can we learn about the issues of racial and gender disparity in sentencing
from this data? If there are differences in sentences based on race or gender, are
those differences explained by other legitimate factors and particularly by
measures of offense severity and prior criminal record? Are there patterns of
sentencing guideline departures that affect racial and gender differences in
sentencing?

•

In general how does the type of sentence (prison, jail, or probation) relate to
recidivism in particular types of cases and to various demographic variables?

•

What does the incidence of probation violations in these data suggest about the
effectiveness of probationary sentencing? Are there particular types of crimes or
defendant demographics or substance abuse histories that are more or less
conducive to probationary sentencing success or failure?

•

Do particular types of reasons for probation violations reflected in these data
suggest any modifications in the type of conditions imposed on probationers or
the type of supervision activities related to those conditions? For example, what is
the effectiveness of financial assessments as it relates to probation success or
failure? And what is the impact of the “boot camp” alternative based on the data
in this study?
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•

Are there patterns of resentencings that can aid in the analysis of racial and gender
differences, and how do they relate to departures from the initial sentencing
guidelines?

•

Are there patterns of probation reinstatement resentencing that can be useful in
assessing the value of initial and continued probationary sentences?
This is a long list of suggestions for future research using these data, but I suggest

that it is far from comprehensive. The purpose of this study was to create a database to be
utilized in future analyses related to the criminal justice system. The methods for those
analyses should and will be far more sophisticated than the simple descriptive analyses
presented here and will reflect some of the advanced statistical methods reflected in the
recent research activities of other criminologists.
More importantly, however, the areas of future inquiry may far exceed my
suggestions for future research. The potential use of this database is limited only by the
bounds of our combined criminological imagination. To the extent that this database and
its subsequent use by researchers add to our knowledge of offenders, offenses, and
sentencing, it just may contribute to a more knowledgeable basis for criminal justice
policy decisions.
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Appendix F: Data Input Form
id
sentdate
did
datty
dage
dstatus
dgender
dethnic
demploy
deduc
dpsych
dmarital
ddeps
methcon
cobbs
pbarg
psbarg
sahist
etohabuse
etohstart
etohlast
etohfreq
etohfirst
cocabuse
cocstart
coclast
cocfreq
cocfirst
thcabuse
thcstart
thclast
thcfreq
thcfirst
herabuse
herstart
herlast
herfreq
herfirst
extabuse
extstart
extlast
extfreq
extfirst
rxabuse
rxstart
rxlast
rxfreq
rxfirst
satprior
satlast

case id
sentence date
defendant
defendant attorney
defendant age
status at time of offense
defendant gender
defendant ethnicity
defendant employed
defendant education level
defendant psychiatric history
defendant marital status
defendant children
conviction method
judge sentence agreement
prosecutor plea bargain
prosecutor sentence agreement
defendant substance abuse history
alcohol abuse
alcohol abuse start
last alcohol use before offense
alcohol abuse frequency
age first used alcohol
cocaine abuse current
cocaine abuse start
last cocaine abuse before offense
cocaine abuse frequency
age first used cocaine
marijuana abuse current
marijuana abuse start
last marijuana abuse before offense
marijuana abuse frequency
age first used marijuana
heroin use current
heroin abuse start
last heroin abuse before offense
heroine abuse frequency
age first used heroin
ecstasy use current
ecstasy use start
last ecstasy use before offense
ecstasy use frequency
age first used ecstasy
prescription drug abuse current
prescription drug abuse start
last prescription drug abuse
prescription drug abuse frequency
age first abused prescription drugs
prior substance abuse treatment
last substance abuse treatment
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juvprop
juvviol
juvcsc
juvsubst
juvstat
juvfirst
pmis
pmisprop
pmisviol
pmiscsc
pmissub
pmisouil
pfel
pfelprop
pfelviol
pfelcsc
pfelposs
pefldlvy
pfelouil
adultfirst
cts
ct1pacc
ct1
ct1group
ct1class
ct1infl
ct1drug$
ct1manlif
ct1stmax
ct1glmin
ct1glmax
ct1glrge
ct1dpart
ct1psn
ct1psnmn
ct1prb
ct1prblf
ct1prbtm
ct1jl
ct1jltm
ct1sai
ct1sat
ct2pacc
ct2
ct2group
ct2class
ct2infl
ct2drug$
ct2manlif
ct2stmax
ct2glmin
ct2glmax

juvenile property offenses
juvenile assault offenses
juvenile csc offenses
juvenile drug offenses
juvenile status offense
age at first juvenile offense
total prior adult misdemeanors
prior misdemeanor property
prior misdemeanor assault offenses
prior misdemeanor csc offenses
prior misdemeanor drug offenses
prior misdemeanor OUIL/Imp
total prior adult felonies
prior felony property offenses
prior felony assault offenses
prior felony csc offenses
prior felony drug possession
prior felony drug delivery offenses
prior felony OUIL offenses
age at first adult conviction
number of counts
count1 pac code
count 1 offense
count 1 crime group
count 1 crime class
count 1 under influence of drugs
count 1 committed to get drug $
count 1 mandatory life
count 1 statutory maximum
count 1 sentence guideline min
count 1 sentence guideline max
count 1 sentence guideline range
count 1 sentence guideline depart
count 1 prison sentence
count 1 prison sentence minimum
count 1 probation sentence
count 1 life probation
count 1 probation term
count 1 jail sentence
count 1 jail term
count 1 boot camp (SAI)
count 1 substance abuse treatment
count 2 pac code
count 2 offense
count 2 crime group
count 2 crime class
count 2 under influence of drugs
count 2 committed to get drug $
count 2 mandatory life
count 2 statutory max sentence
count 2 sentence guideline min
count 2 sentence guideline max
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ct2glrge
ct2dpart
ct2psn
ct2psnmn
ct2prb
ct2prblf
ct2prbtm
ct2jl
ct2jltm
ct2sai
ct2sat
ct3pacc
ct3
ct3group
ct3class
ct3infl
ct3drug$
ct3manlif
ct3stmax
ct3glmin
ct3glmax
ct3glrge
ct3dpart
ct3psn
ct3psnmn
ct3prb
ct3prblf
ct3prbtm
ct3jl
ct3jltm
ct3sai
ct3sat
ct4pacc
ct4
ct4group
ct4class
ct4infl
ct4drug$
ct4manlif
ct4stmax
ct4glmin
ct4glmax
ct4glrge
ct4dpart
ct4psn
ct4psnmn
ct4prb
ct4prblf
ct4prbtm
ct4jl
ct4jltm
ct4sai

count 2 sentence guidleine range
count 2 sentence guideline depart
count 2 prison sentence
count 2 prison sentence minimum
count 2 probation sentence
count 2 life probation
count 2 probation term
count 2 jail sentence
count 2 jail term
count 2 boot camp (SAI)
count 2 substance abuse treatment
count 3 pac code
count 3 offense
count 3 crime group
count 3 crime class
count 3 under the influence of drugs
count 3 committed to get drug $
count 3 mandatory life
count 3 statutory max sentence
count 3 sentence guideline min
count 3 sentence guideline max
count 3 sentence guidleine range
count 3 sentence guideline depart
count 3 prison sentence
count 3 prison sentence minimum
count 3 probation sentence
count 3 life probation
count 3 probation term
count 3 jail sentence
count 3 jail term
count 3 boot camp (SAI)
count 3 substance abuse treatment
count 4 pac code
count 4 offense
count 4 crime group
count 4 crime class
count 4 under the influence of drugs
count 4 committed to get drug $
count 4 mandatory life
count 4 statutory maximum
count 4 sentence guideline min
count 4 sentence guideline max
count 4 sentence guidleine range
count 4 sentence guideline depart
count 4 prison sentence
count 4 prison sentence minimum
count 4 probation sentence
count 4 life probation
count 4 probation term
count 4 jail sentence
count 4 jail term
count 4 boot camp (SAI)
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ct4sat
vops
vp1date
vp1nwoff
vp1subst
vp1satm
vp1rpt
vp1nopay
vp1dispo
vp1dpart
vp1psn
vp1psmn
vp1prbx
vp1jl
vp1jltm
vp1sai
vp1sat
vp2date
vp2nwoff
vp2subst
vp2satm
vp2rpt
vp2nopay
vp2dispo
vp2dpart
vp2psn
vp2psmn
vp2prbx
vp2jl
vp2jltm
vp2sai
vp2sat
vp3date
vp3nwoff
vp3subst
vp3sattm
vp3rpt
vp3nopay
vpsdispo
vp3dpart
vp3psn
vp3psmn
vp3prbx
vp3jl
vp3jltm
vp3sai
vp3sat
vp4date
vp4nwoff
vp4subst
vp4sattm
vp4rpt

count 4 substance abuse treatment
number of probation violations
violation of prob 1 sentence date
violation 1 reason new offense
violation 1 reason substance abuse
violation 1 reason failed treatment
violation 1 reason non-report
violation 1 reason non-payment
violation 1 disposition
violation 1 guideline departure
violation 1 sentence prison
violation 1 sentence prison min
violation 1 sentence prob extend
violation 1 sentence jail
violation 1 sentence jail term
violation 1 sentence boot camp
violation 1 sentence treatment
violation of prob 2 sentence date
violation 2 reason new offense
violation 2 reason substance abuse
violation 2 reason failed treatment
violation 2 reason non-report
violation 2 reason non-payment
violation 2 disposition
violation 2 guideline departure
violation 2 sentence prison
violation 2 sentence prison min
violation 2 sentence prob extended
violation 2 sentence jail
violation 2 sentence jail term
violation 2 sentence boot camp
violation 2 sentence treatment
violation of prob 3 sentence date
violation 3 reason new offense
violation 3 reason substance abuse
violation 3 reason failed treatment
violation 3 reason non-report
violation 3 reason non-payment
violation 3 disposition
violation 3 guideline departure
violation 3 sentence prison
violation 3 sentence prison min
violation 3 sentence probextended
violation 3 sentence jail
violation 3 sentence jail term
violation 3 sentence boot camp
violation 3 sentence treatment
violation of prob 4 sentence date
violation 4 reason new offense
violation 4 reason substance abuse
violation 4 reason failed treatment
violation 4 reason non-report
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vp4nopay
vp4dispo
vp4dpart
vp4psn
vp4psmn
vp4prbx
vp4jl
vp4jltm
vp4sai
vp4sat

violation 4 reason non-payment
violation 4 disposition
violation 4 guideline departure
violation 4 sentence prison
violation 4 sentence prison min
violation 4 sentence probextended
violation 4 sentence jail
violation 4 sentence jail term
violation 4 sentence boot camp
violation 4 sentence treatment
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Appendix G: Human Subjects Research Review Exemption

From: Dennis Grady Patrick [dpatrick1@emich.edu]
Sent: Tuesday, February 27, 2007 9:29 AM
To: Donald Shelton; Jay Alan Weinstein
Cc: Diane L Winder
Subject: Human subjects approval

Honorable Judge Shelton:
The College of Arts and Sciences Human Subjects Review Committee has reviewed your
proposal, "A Database of Persons Convicted of Felonies in Washtenaw County, Michigan
1990-2006" and has rated it EXEMPT. An EXEMPT rating means that the proposal does
not need further consideration by the University Human Subjects Committee.
Please save a copy of this e-mail for submission to the Graduate School with your thesis.
Best of luck as you continue your work.

Dennis Patrick, Chair
CAS-HSRC
Dennis Patrick, Ph.D.
Professor
Department of Communication and Theatre Arts
Eastern Michigan University
Ypsilanti, MI 48197
Phone (734)487-4199
Fax (734) 487-3443
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